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Portland artIst and skater Scott Redfern grinds frontrlde on the seven-foot half pipe at Ratz Indoor Skatepark.

CBW(fonee Harbert

Skateboarders are jumping the curbs of civilization, but they don't want to talk about it.
By W.D. Cutlip
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Scott Sevigny seems to stand motionless on his
skateboard while the cyberpunk interior of Ratz dips
and wheels around him. Ratz, an aluminum barn-cumskateboard palace in Old Orchard Beach, houses three
sets of opposing plywood ramps, called half pipes,
festooned with abou t a thousand kilobytes of graffiti,
most of it inscrutable to the uninitiate: Short Dog,
N.W.A., Toxic, SK8 or Die - otherworldly billboards,
editorials spray-painted in black, iridescent pink and
chartreuse.
Three other skaters stand on a platform and follow
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Scott's progress with a few appropriately profane
exclamations. Scott is ripping the pipes like so much
confetti, shredding effortlessly beneath the hip-hop/
heavy metal/biker zodiac of cartoons and lurid,
corpsical incarnations of the grim reaper. He pauses at
the top of a ramp to watch his board twist out and roll
back into the gravity well, seernlessly blending the
topography of Ratz into a gestalt of motion and
nerveless grace.
As you watch this post-modem Tarzan rip over the
ramps, it may occur to you, 0 gentle child of the sixties
(i.e. granola) that something is in motion besides Scott,
the board and the building. Something is being said

here that doesn't quite come through the megadecibel
speed metal that rings in the ear long after you've left
Ratz.
Listen: Scott is a messenger.
Scott Sevigny is jumping the curbs of civilization to
bring you news that you may not like, that you may
not believe, that you may think you have heard - but
have apparently forgotten.
What news?
Check it out, dude: The times, they are a' changin.'

Continued on page 6

Hard news made harder

Area reporters guarding their notebooks
By Andy Newmlln

Last February, WCSH-TV, Channel 6 viewers who
were tuned to a 6 p.m. news broadcast witnessed the
rare spectacle of a public official admitting he was
wrong.
It was the sort of story that people who report the
news work hard to get: a supposedly just guy was

being unjust; a supposedly just system was being
manipulated.
But some local lawyers and members of the press
say the outcome of this hard-hitting story may make
it more difficult' for reporters to do hard-hitting stories.
Continued on page 5
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Maine's Best Collection of Outdoor Garden Furniture

Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument
of community understanding.

If blacks play blues and die poor, they're great artists. If whites

French Bistro

Bench $199
Armchair $135
End Table $89

Folding Chairs $39
Folding Table $89
4 Chairs
and Table $225

Other styles from France
also available
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play blues and get rich, they're thieves. That's crap. The factisyoung
blacks like rap, used to like soul and have never much supported
black blues artists. Can't call them racists, can you?
Blues only survives because of white fans and white rock artists.
But publications like yours have to jab us with guilt for liking
Clapton et al. Too bad. Racism cuts both ways, If you don't believe
it, try making it as a white jazz player. Crow Jim lives.
I suppose you all hate Bo Diddly fordoingNikecomrnercials. But
ifhesays he's gay, then CBW will love him again. Too bad for you
guys there aren't more lesbian, black, HIV positive blues stars for
you to love.
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288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street • High Street
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RICHARD, PARK~, GALLERY

Bowdoin guards "just fine"
I have to take exception to Leslie Morison's remark that
"Bowdoin's museum guards are pains" ( CBW 5.24,90). Every time
I've been to the museum the guards have been just fine-including
a visit! madeduringcomrnencementweekend a couple of years ago
with an elderly friend who couldn't climb stairs. The guard we
spoke with couldn't have been nicer or more helpful-he took time
out from what was obviously a hectic day to give us a ride in the
museum's elevator so we could see the exhibit downstairs.
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Kathy Stall
Portland

"The question is who is stupid?"
I should like to reply to a letter written on smoking by R. Steven
Hanis, who seems to be more interested in his own business than in
the health of the people of the state of Maine. HecJassifics stupidity
as a disease and I would agree with him in this matter, but the
question is who is stupid?
With the demise of smoking, the tobacco industry had focused on
the teenagers and gullible victims in the same manner as the big
drug dealers work on the uneducated. With the large amount of
advertising and subsidies from the government forraising tobacco,
they have captured a new audience in teenagers, the uneducated
and people with nervous problems. That is why the surgeon
general, the medical profession and health officials have started to
fight back.
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CROSS PENS
GIFT SETS

1 oz. Gucci, Retail
Value $22.00 or
1.8 oz. Chaps, Retail
Value $12.75
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CBW here to stay

%
OFF

MANUFACTURERS
LIST PRICE

Retail Value $68.95

Don't forget Dad on Father's Day!
WHAT'S YOUR
BLOOD PRESSURE?

Photo Day
2 FOR 1
Bring your film to
Downeast
on
Wednesday or
Saturday and receive Double color
prints for our everyday low one print
price.
Applies to 3m" lustre surface prints or custom glossy
Designerprinll· on C-41 process develop & print orden
only. Cannot-be combined with any other sale offer.

One out of six adults
has high blood
pressure. It can be
controlled. You and
your doctor can do it
together.

[ am very sorry to heal' that Casco Bay Weekly may go out of
business. I suppose it's very difficult to.meetexpenses ina period of
impending recession and rising costs. I will especially miss your
lead stories, which usually are printed long before anyone else has
them, like the Sherman St. rip-off. You also go into stories in depth
which the local "Dogpatch Daily Paper" tends to skim over.
W.D. Cutlip's "Trash vs. Cash"(CBW 5.17.90) is a good example
of thorough reporting on the situation of recycling vs. RWS. For
instance, I'd never have known that the bankers were the moving
force behind RWS implementing the measures they did after they
spoke with Ms. Huber's Solid Waste Management people. That's
what I call news. Information about the little things, and the whys
and whos is news, not an edited article stuck somewhere on page
sixteen about something pertaining to an important issue like
recycling, and tax dollars going to prop up speculators. Now I guess
the only paper left is the Maine Times, if you leave. Thank you for
a very good little newspaper, and I hope you continue to stay in
business.

Find out by
using the
Vita-Stat~

Automatic Blood
Pressure

Computer.
Check your blood
pressure FREE at

DOWNEAST
SUPER PHARMACY
568 C o _ St. Portland' 773-7016
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A time for saying farewell
To very special times.
Hold on to them forever with pictures.
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Our new ULTRA futon.
Nine inches thick - 30 layers of pure cotton - with 2 inch foam core: the
perfect alternative to a mauress. Enjoy a naturally firm, breathable sleep
surface that conforms to your body contours while giving maximum support
to your spine.

Casco Bay Weekly is published
by Casco Bay Weekly, Inc.
Dodge D. Margan, president.

Entire contents ~ 1990.

Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
2077756601

George W. Stratton
Portland

Wise consumers know that all futons are not created equal All our futons
are made of exclusive "Joy" batting, a superior cleaned, combed 100% cotton
which offers unmatched breathability, comfort and support. Corded squared
edges and firmly tied tufts every 12 inches prevent lumping or shifting.
Tightly covered with a sturdy fabric shell, our futons are firm yet supportive.
We carry New England's largest selection in stock of quality futon frames,
futons and covers. Futon mattresses priced from $89!
Futons made specially for us by
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Edilor's no~: CB W isas strong as eM'. For the straight dope, see RerUJy Weird
News, page four.
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VIEWS are opinions. Your views are here, and someti1tU!S ours. Please be brief
when you write, and please include a plume number (which will not be
published) so that WI! om verify your letter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco Bay
W~Idy, 187 Clark 51., Portland, ME. 04102.
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great music • great grub
Barry Saunders Quartet
wednesday 6/13 8 & 10
Jimmy Lyden/Carl Dimow
friday 6115 9 & 11
Steve Blum & guests
saturdays 10 & midnight
sunday brunch , 10-3
David Pope, classical guitar

20 danforth st. • 772-8114

Produdlon Manager
Elissa Conger
Produdlon
Martha Clary, Anne Garland

Jim Monison
Portland

Garden
Furniture

200/0 OFF

when' the beat ~o('s

Of Graduation

"Racism cuts both ways"

Teak Garden Furniture

Memories

cafe no

621 RrlstA~ Df3I'~d;QxneI;PortIaaI, ME 871-0578' Mn& nus 1().8, lUes, ~& Frll()'7, Sat 9-5. &m 12·5
~ M~AmIri'an~lXscooerandptnomld1td<s.....",,,, • SalJ.fadionGuarutt.eed
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fULL COLOR

PHOTO-TEES
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$1 6~~ume

pricing available

100% Cotton T's

,§~/tg'i~;~fiL{M¢l:~f/tgQ~Qf1rfQE!!.g.§
Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port, Portland. 774-4455

UPDATES
Cop kills one, wounds another
After being threatened with an eight-inch hunting knife, Portland Police Officer John Morin shot and killed Robert Friend in an
apartment on Munjoy Hill early the morning of June 9. Morin was
responding to a domestic violence call at 89 Vesper St. when he
fired six shots from his .38-caliber revolver. Four of the bullets
struck Friend in the chest at a distance of less than two feet, one
struck and wounded Carl Godzeski and one went out the apartment window. This was the first time in 15 years that a Portland
Police officer killed a citizen, and the fifth time in the same span
that an officer opened fire.
Friend was pronounced dead at the scene. Godzeski was
rushed to Maine Medical Center and underwent emergency
surgery. A few days after the incident, his condition was satisfactory, according to a nursing supervisor.
Portland officers respond to several hundred incidents involving guns and knives every year, according to Deputy Chief John
Brennan. There is no hard and fast rule as to the number of shots
considered proper or professional. 'The officer should fire the
number of shots necessary to stop the assailant from further
advancement," said Brennan.

S.D. Warren worst polluter

YOUR HAIR
HAS TO BE PERFECT.
When it comes to a good hairstyle I'm a fanatic; and so IS my
vvell trained staff. We pay special attention to what style will
make you look better than ever; Vv'Onderful color, bouncy
waves, precision cuts.
If you want evei)'ttllng perfect, then you want Matthew
John Hair.

"Check This Outf"
• Have a regular perm on any Sunday, Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday for only 544. (cut rrx:luded) regular 565.
• Have a one color hilrte on any Thursday or Fnday for only 544.
regular 565.
• Have a cellophane on any Saturday for only $19. regular $28.
• Subject [0 stylist availability
• Offer expires June 30. 1990
• No double discounts
• Extra color or speC/aI perm
\Maps pnces slrghtly hrgher

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Council tracked by TrainRiders

Matthew John, 426 Fore St
Aondand 772-5243

On June 6, the Portland City Council unanimously decided that
TrainRiders Northeast, the fledgling group working to restore
passenger rail service from Boston to Portland, was on the right
track. After TrainRiders Chair Wayne Da vis presented the council
with nearly 10,000 signatures of Greater Portland train enthusiasts, the council voted to support a pro-passenger-train resolution. Portland joins Kennebunk, Wiscasset, Freeport and eight
towns in New Hampshire in hopping on the TrainRiders bandwagon.
Davis is gearing up for the $4.5 million November 1990 ballot
question that will restore the endangered Augusta Railroad and
the $30 million November 1991 ballot aimed to fund a "first-class
passenger system" from Portland to Boston. Once the train service
is restored from Boston to Portland, Davisenvisions it blossoming
from Portland to other points in Maine.

Tango &Cash
SYLVESTER
STALLONE

Lower Lobby
151 Middle St,
Portland, Maine

KURT
RUSSELL

S.D. Warren paper mill in Westbrook was the worst toxic
chemical polluter in sou thern Maine in 1988, releasing more than
half of the total pollution in Cumberland County, the Maine
People's Alliance(MPA)recentlyreported. Overl.1 million pounds
of "deadly poisons" such as chlorine and carcinogenic dioxin
were released into the air and water by the mill, according to the
report, which was based on Environmental Protection Agency
data. 'The problem could be twice as bad or three times as bad,"
said Associate Director of MPA John Dieffenbacher-Krall. "I trust
the figures only as rough indicators."
Dieffenbacher-Krall said the pollution emission figures reflect
"reportable" chemicals only and may exclude chemicals not
required under federal law to be reported to the EPA. Also, each
company is supposed to report its own slip-ups, a fox-guardingthe-hen-house scenario.
MPA reported that S.D. Warren was Maine's seventh worst
polluter in 1988. Ten other firms in Greater Portland were fingered
by MPA as high toxic chemical polluters in 1988 including National Semiconductor Corp. in South Portland, GTE Products
Corp. in Standish, Bath Iron Works in Portland and Data General
Corp. in Westbrook.

Due to Casco Bay Weekly's production schedule, the results of the
June 12 primaries could not be reported in this week's paper. Lookfor the
results in this space next week.

Two Cops
With An Arresting Style.

THE REALLY WEIRD NEWS:
"Sold to the man in the deck shoes," closed the deal in Casco
Bay Weekly's plush corporate offices on June 6. Cape Elizabeth's
Dodge Morgan surveyed the faces that breathe life into Casco Bay
Weekly, stuck his pinky into an electric pencil sharpener, and
smiled. He extended a hand with newly sharpened pinky to all .
Morgan, who won his fame sailing around the world faster
than anyone else and made his fortune pioneering radar detectors, saluted Gary Santaniello, who co-founded Casco Bay Weekly
two years ago and is now leaving the crew for smoother seas.
Presenting co-founder Paulsen with a libel insurance policy, Morgan christened the 27-year-old Paulsen "Edi tor & Publisher" and
then pushed off.
"We believe strongly in biting the hand that feeds us," Paulsen
growled to his loyal crew while emptying the fingernail shavings
from the pencil sharpener.
'This is a community paper," explained Paulsen. "We eat
because there's a community of readers and advertisers who
support us. We work for them. Or we don't work at all."

Hard ne\Vs made harder
Continued from front page

Last February, WCSH-TV, Channel 6 received
a news tip that Biddeford Police Commisioner
Denis Letellier had told a police officer to reduce
a driving charge against his son. WCSH News
Director Mike Carque sent reporter John Impemba
to get Letellier's response to the charge.
While the WCSH camera rolled, Letellier gave
his version of the story to Impemba. Later, Impemba and Carque cut the 10 minutes of taped
interview down to three minutes. That edited
version aired on the station's 6 p.m. news on Feb.
21. "He admitted on the air that he did it," said
Cargue. "He said he thought it was logical. He
was a father helping his son and he would do it
again. He admitted he thought it was wrong but
he went ahead and did it anyway."
"He essentially admitted that yes, he contacted
a police officer and attempted to get charges
dropped against his son," agreed WCSH attorney
John Paterson.
It was the sort of story that people who report
the news work hard to get: a supposedly just guy
was being unjust; a supposedly just system was
being manipulated.
But some local lawyers and members of the
press say the outcome of this hard-hi tting story
may make it more difficult for reporters to do
hard-hitting stories.
Mary Tousignant, the York County District
Attorney, has subpoenaed segments of the interview that the station didn't televise to add to the
evidence of Letellier's investigation.
Carque gave Tousignant copies of the Letellier
interview that the station aired, but refused to
give her the outtakes she. subpoenaed . Carque
saw the segment that aired as a virtual confession
by Letellier and saw no reason to hand over the
tapes. "It is the principal that is most important
here. If we're forced to give over our outtakes,
what we do as journalists will be much harder."
Carque and others argue that the press will
function less effectively as a watchdog for business and government if it must also serve as a lap
dog to fetch information at the whim of business
and government.
Jonathan Piper, a Portland lawyer who has
represented a variety of local media, said that
even when a reporter's sources aren't confidential
or don't talk off the record, the press shouldn't
serve as "a lending library" with photographs,
notes, or video outtakes. 'The editorial process
should be sacrosanct," said Piper. "You don't ask
a priest what he was told in confessional, you
don:t ask a psychiatrist what his patient told him.
Even thought relevant information may be exchanged, we believe in protecting it. There are a
number of processes that society says should be
left alone."
But in March, a York County Superior Judge
ruled to uphold the subpoena for the outtakes, a
ruling WCSHhasappealed to the MaineSupreme
Court. And Paterson said that if the Maine Supreme Court doesn't rule to leave WCSH alone, it
will set an ominous preceden t for Maine's media,
"If we lose, prosecutors and civil lawyers would
have virtually unrestricted access to reporters
files," he warned.

Getting the evidence
While lawyers and the press push to shield
reporters from subpoenas, the historical truth is
that they have seldom been left alone. The recipient of a subpoena is ordered to testify in court or,
as it usually happens with repor'ters, to bring a
certain document or other stuff to court for scrutiny. The only ways to get out of appearing in
court with a document is to quash the subpoena
with the claim that the party that ordered the
subpoena has no right to it or that the document
is impossible to produce.
AI Diamon, a broadcast journalist with Maine
Public Broadcasting Network and WGAN,avoids
WCSH's piedicament by destroying his notes

,

and eraSing unaired tapes soon after a story has
aired. Bu t by doing so, Diamon risks losing should
someone sue him for libel.
Reporters rarely got hit with subpoenas until
the late '60s and the Watergate years, when media
coverage of government corruption, protests of
the Vietnam War and the publication of classified
government information all touched a raw nerve
in the government.
A rash of subpoenas delivered to the nation's
reporters was buffered in 26 states by the passage
of "reporter shields:' In some states, the shield
was 'passed into law by the state legislature; in
,
other states, the sHield became implicit after the
state'ssupremecourtcreatedaprecedentofshielding the press by ruling for the media in cases like
WCSH's.
Maine has neither a protective shield that has
been passed by the legislature nor a precedentsetting case which has encompassed the issue.
Ruling for the media in the WCSH case could set
a precedent and have the effect of a protective
shield, Paterson said.
Although the level of protection by the shield
varies greatly from state to state, Paterson said
that generally a reporter's notes are protected
unless the information sought in thenotescan'tbe
found anywhere else and the state has a compelling interest for that information. He argues that
the proof TOUSignant seeks - that Letellier used
his pull to get his son off the hook -could be
gleaned easily by a cross-examina tion of Letellier,
or from a look at the tape that aired.
"The only way the grand jury can make a fair
and impartial decision is to have all the evidence,"
Tousignant said. "It's like presenting only half of
a police officer's report. And that just doesn't
make sense."

liThe press is overreacting"
"The really silly thing is this is a fishing expedition in the most unlikely waters," said AI Diamono Like Paterson, Diamon is surprised that
TOUSignant thinks the footage that the station
retains would have anything more frank and
telling then the parts of the interview that were
shown. 'The fact that she filed a motion clearly
indicates that that she can't have very much
understanding of the media and an unimpeded
free press."
"The relationship (between Tousignant and
the press) is strained at times," explained Lee
Burnett, a reporter at the Journal Tribune, which
covers Tousignant's county. "The press doesn't
enter into her calculation. She sort of thinks we
don' t know what we're doing."
Bu t TOUSignant points her finger back. "1 think
the press is overreacting," she said . "It doesn' t
understand what the issues are." TOUSignant
wonders why newspaper reporters have taken an
involved interest in the case when "this case has
nothing to do with reporter notes."
"We consider the outtakes as the same as a
newspaper reporter's notes and they should be
protected under the First Amendment," Carque
said. "It jeopardizes the real news stories, the
investigative reporting. People will be more reluctant to talk to us:'
"(Tousignant) doesn't appreciate the burden
this will place on the press," argued Piper. After
WCSH lost the Superior Court case, that potential
burden was articulated to Piper by a host of news
organizations he represents, which includes
WGME, the Maine Association of Broadcasters,
the Maine Press Association, and the the Maine
Daily News Editor Association.
The Maine Supreme Court hears the case on
June 14. Carque said that if the Supreme Court
decides against WCSH also, they will appeal once
again, this time to the U.S. Supreme Court.
"We'll continue to fight it," said Carque. "We
don't want any reporter anywhere to be forced to
give over information that hasn't been made public."
Andy Newman
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Small Order of RI BS -$2.95
Acadian Haddie Salad on Jalapeno Cheese Bread (dinner) - $2.95
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JEWELRY - New and Estate
ANTIQUES, PORCElAINS, OIL PAINTINGS

Exclusive dealer in Maine for
LEHMAN & LEE of SANTA FE -

Hand-made jewelry with
hand-cut stones
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SELLING ••• BUYING ..• TRADING
Gold and Diamonds,
Electronic Equipment alld more
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Continued from page one

The skateboard is an artifact
of the aboriginal 60's, of the
halcyon calm before hippydor;n, Richard Nixon, MTV
and junk bond-hustling
yuppies. Californian surfers,
rueing days when the Pacific
Ocean lived up to its name,
attached roller skate wheels to
smallish plywood platforms
and went yip, yip, yahooing
through the streets, getting
their daily fix of speed motion
on blistering waves of concrete
and asphalt.
Skateboarding became a national fad, one predictably
transmitted to the east coast as
the next likely money maker.
The New York Times covered
this fad in a page-one story by
McCandlish Phillips"Youths' Slaloming on Single
Planks Recalls the Skate
Scooters of Yore" - a droll little
essay which compared the
skateboard to granpa's favorite
do-it-yourself toy. "Men now
gray remember the soap-box
scooter," wrote Phillips, "the
noisy, makeshift sidewalk conveyance of their youth. Down
a hill they wOuld'roar and
around a comer, sometimes to
knock groceries out of old
women's anns."
No doubt glittering memories of terrified shrieks and
flying canned goods brought
tears of joy to the eyes of many
a doddering delinquent. But
McCandlish's essay spoke the
unlovely truth about skateboarding at a propitiously
early moment in its history - as
through a glass, darkly.
The McCandlish essay appeared in March 1965; the very
next 'Times article on skateboarding appeared only a
month later: "Montclair
Official Plans an Ordinance To
Ban Skateboards." The concerned citizens and elected
officials of Montclair, New
Jersey, alarmed by skateboar-

Shredding at Ratz
At left, a young thrasher grinds on the coping of a four-foot half pipe.
At top, Scott Sevigny catches a "melancholy air" over the spine
between the seven- and five-foot half pipes.
Above, preteen radicals posture amidst otherworldly editorials.

Casco Bay Weekly photos by Tonee Harbert

Continued on page 8

JUNE 9-17 SAT-SUN MAT 3 (6/9-'0)
SUN EVE 9 (6/'0)
MAINE PREMIERE
MON-FRJ 7, 9
SAT 7 (6/")
SAT-SUN MAT 3

'rin

SAT-SUN MAT 1
SAT 9
MAINE PREMIERE
SUN-TUES 7,9
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KRISHNAMURTI
With a Silent Mind

If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be wearing
them now.

Lunch Mon. - Fri. 11:30-3:30
Dinner Sun. - Thurs. 4:30-9:30
Fri. & Sat. 4:30-10:30
Take out & Catering Available
VISA/MC!AMEX
772-1118

* Charles Colley Contractors,
** Tom
Ainsworth, Ainsworth Thelin, P.A.
Deanna Caron, Gendron Co.
** Steve
Morris, Morris Insurance
Commercial Union Insurance Co.
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Springvale, ME
(Chuck, Dave, Glen & The Blazing Hammers)
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337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601

Huge Inventory. expert fining. mailorder nationwide. complete repair service

'Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

Portland

Face Magazine, WBIM - Dan Nichols & Tommy c., WPOR - Linda
Missirlian, Crazy Ed's Music, Starbird Music Shoppe, Peter Bass,
Cathy Robie, Ernie McVane, Joe Brien, Joe Galope, Bobby Smith,
Tom McAdam, Kathy Martin, Jackie Masters, The LeBlancs,
All of our Friends, Families & Customers and of course
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JUNE 20-24

With Special Thanks to

&

JUNE 16-19

The finest Thai food in Maine,
featuring fresh ingredients, fair prices
and quality service. A unique dining
experience to savor again and again.

BUCKDANCER'S CHOICE is BACK!

AMIGOS
MEXICAN FOOD
SINCE 1972
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9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT, PORnAND

772-0772
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DON'T BE A WEEKEND
WARRIOR! SHAPE UP
FOR YOUR SUMMER
SPORTS WITH US!
• Low cost fitness memberships
• In-depth medical screening
• Education on specific sports
injuries
• Access to physical therapy
services.

,'ENERGY WORKSHO~

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND R

THANKS TO
YOU -

IT'S YEAR NUMBER

Help us celebrate our 1 at

Annh,er'~rv!

Check out our varieties of Pasta and Homemade Sauces
to eat in or cook at home.

CENTER FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY &. FITNESS

878-2244
1250 Forest Ave., Portland 04103
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Recycle
this
paper!
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Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-of-Print Books
We buy books, too.
TUE to FRI 12:30-5, SAT 11 :30-4

Landlord

'.
'

bookl~ ~
seller
the boot!
By order of my landlord I must leave
my South Portland bookshop. Help
me pack by bringing in empty
supermarket tomato cartons (the ones

with lids and handles) and receive $2
CREDIT ON BOOKS FOR EACH
CAHTON. Thank you.

-1·~

The shop wi.ll close in AUfiluat.

A.k about clearance .peciaia.

ding kids competing with
Volkswagons, Ford Fairlanes
and Chevrolet Biscaynes for a
share of the road, decided to
do away with the menace once
and for all.
Pause here to be amazed:
skateboards were banned almost as soon as they rolled
into the heartland. Things
move quickly in this country,
but not that quickly. Cocaine
was sold over the counter for
170 years. Marijuana was
made illegal in the U.S. after
nearly three centuries of rapine
cookie binges by mellow
people with blood-shot eyes
and severely impaired shortterm memories. Handguns are
still available on demand to
anyone with the money and
the inclination to buy one 140
years after the assassination of
Lincoln. Assault rifles may
never be outlawed, though tall
stacks of people mowed down
by them are buried in this
country every year.
But skateboards were
banned almost immediatelyif not sooner. Looking at the
legal decoupage alone, you
might conclude that that there
was nothing in this world so
dangerous as two sets of twoinch wheels bolted to three feet
of plywood.
An astonishing percentage
of the adult population in 1965
believed this whole-heartedly.
Many people still do.
And so the monolith of parental authority rose up very
early indeed to make sure that
the children were safe and the
streets were clear in Montclair,
New Jersey. Thereafter the
skateboarding ban became an
epidemic in this country almost a fad in itself - and
skateboards disappeared for a
while, surviving prindpally in
their original habitat: the
refuge of bored. Californian
surfers and the scourge of the
local constabulary.
The second wave of skateboarding washed up on the
pavement in the mid-70s. Urethane wheels were added to
bigger boards to produce a
more maneuverable,
smoother-riding skateboard.
With these improvements in
place, thrashers everywhere hit
the road to explore the great
American concrete wilderness.
Police officers and city offidals, once again alarmed by
the unforgivable chutzpah
and, in some cases, suicidal
tendendes of skateboarders,
reached into their bag of tricks
for 20-year-old statutes with
which they hoped to squelch
10- to 20-year-old skaters ..
This'll do it, chief. Never fails.
What the civil authorities
hadn't counted on was that, by
1975, skateboarding was no
longer a fad but a way of life, a
sport with traditions and trophies. Baked to perfection in
the cultural isolation of
southern California, the thing
arrived fully-blown on the
national scene.
New magazines like
Thrasher and Transworld
Skateboarding set the tone for
the industry and kept skaters
infonned on legal issues and
skate culture. Skateboarding
had an identity, a voice, a body

of logic - even an endemic
musical culture: speed metal,
called "skate" in some quarters.
In fact, with the addition of
a cult language and an everbroadening repertoire of tricks,
the skateboarding universe appeared to be complete.
All it lacked was a place to
skate.

Ripping
"Mad" is an appropriate
handle for Mike Arsenault,
owner and proprietor of Mad
Mike's Surf and Skate in Scarborough. Mike is madder than
a wet rat at reporters who
might enter his establishment
with the intention of covering
some kind of cult on wheels.
"It's not like these kids are
worthless punks or something," he says. "Most skateboarders are between nine and
12 years old. I should know.
They come in here with their
mothers."
Mad Mike believes that
most reporters overlook the
skater's point of view when
they zero in on the "Skateboarding: Threat Or Menace?"
story. As a result, the public
tends to see skateboarding as a
problem to be solved, rather
than as a sport to be appreciated.
"Most municipalities have
laws on the books banning
skateboards. II's easier than

Skateboards
were banned
almost as soon
as they rolled
into the
heartland.
designing and building skate
parks, I guess. But now the law
says that, because these kid~
skate, they're outlaws or something. That's bullshit."
A brief look at the sta tistics
- the font of every journalist's
secret knowledge - will
explain the urgent need for
such laws in the municipal
schema. For instance, 65,819
skateboarders were checked
into hospital emergency rooms
in 1989. Seven out of every 10
of those busted-up skaters
were under 15 years of age - a
fact which supports Mad
Mike's assertion of a mostly
preadolescent skateboard culture.
Skateboarders who had
been skating for less than a
week accounted for a little
more than a third of those
hospital visits, a fact that will
surprise no one who has ever
made it to the end of the
driveway on his or her maiden
voyage. Riders with a year or
more of skateboarding under
their belts have the next
highest injury rate. This is
largely a by-product of excellence, part of the drive to pick
up tricks and improve.
Most beginners simply fell

and broke something. But the
majority of long-time, hardcore riders were hurt when attempting to crack an ollie
(read: fly) over some obstacle
or other and hit rocks, gravel
or holes in the pavement en
route.
This news comes from the
National Injury Information
Clearinghouse in Washington,
D.C. The NIlC cheerfully compiles records of such information and forwards it to exceedingly morbid or otherwise
overwrought dtizens at no
charge to the consumer.
MUnicipalities interested in
collecting data prior to passing
laws relevant to skateboarding
- as if any city council member
would get off his or her duff
and do such a thing - could
read the NIle's Product Safety
Sheet #93 (Skateboards) and
extract such insightful gems as
the following: "Irregular riding
surfaces account for over half
the skateboarding injuries due
to falls ... Skateboard parks and
other areas set aside especially
for Skateboarding generally
have smoother riding surfaces."
While the local statistics are
not immediately available, it
should be eminently obvious
to anyone with at least a white
cane and the ability to read
braille that there are a hell of a
lot of skateboarders in southern Maine. Presumably a
number of these skaters
occasionally fail to negotiate a
curb and break a leg or two.
The cost of one broken leg the ambulance ride, the visit to
the emergency roo....' [1 ..:,
intern'~y payment on
~he, perhaps a bone
specialist and a stack of
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle
comic books - comes to quite a
sum. The cost of a hundred
such medical detours is a
figure to be taken seriously in
any tax bracket.
The cost of one death cannot
be realistically assessed.. How
much would a really good
skateboard park cost? $lO,OOO?
$20,OOO? A drop in the bucket,
man, A pittance.
Common sense therefor
demands municipalities sheltering parents with children
who skate to build skateboard
parks for said children to rip in
relative safety. Skateboarding
has a way of obviating drug
use - stoned skateboarders do
not roll far - and ska teboarding parks keep kids off the
streets. Skateboarding is an
exercise, a discipline, an
unselfish competition, and
does not nail a kid to some
glowing cathode ray tube for
seven to 10 hours a day. In
short, skateboarding is a very,
very good thing for the
community.
Some towns have officially
recognized that fact. Farmington built the Dragon's Nest, a
full-service shred.ola featuring
full pipe, half pipe, banks, hips
and ditch - all desirable obstacles used in national and
international competition. Old
Orchard Beach has allowed
Ratz to flourish and prosperalthough the insurance equation on which Ratz operates is
entirely hush-hush and topsecret.
Here in Portland, the city
council has done approxi-
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Wildlife comes
to Portland!
serious whimsey
by Deborah Banyas
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.. exciting glass jewelry
colorful. different. affordable
earrings' necklaces' pins

Stein
GAllERY

american crafts

44 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101

772-4880

CONTEMPORARY GLASS

Mon.-Wed. to-6, Thurs.-Sat. to·8:30, Sun. 11·6

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.

Host Families
Urgently Needed
July 5 - Aug. 2
Give a French student and
your family this opportunity
for international friendship!
Students are ages 15-18, speak English,
have insurance and spending money.
Families share their daily life for 4 weeks.

•

~
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Nacel Cultural Exchanges
a non-profit'"organlzallon

1-800-622-3553 or (207) 772·4004

@1!IWJiHr:.;;-t@ Jim Crocker
and Bruce Campbell arePortland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

The result
of selling
13 out of 14 condos
in just 3 months ...

Windham Hill Woods
Phase Evo

Portland's Newsrralk Station

BIG

IS
BACK!

Discover luxury condominiums in a luxurious
setting. Enjoy 30 acres of beautiful woodlands
with the security of caring neighbors and Iota I
grounds maintenance.
• Over

1.200 sq. ft.

• Two bedrooms (Master
Bedroom Suite)

• 8x 12 ft. Deck

• fully Applianced
• Efficient Oil Heal
• Pool & Tennis Court
Now Open

• full Basemenl

Priced from $72,500 to $73,500, all
inclusive. financing Available.

Host Peter Jamerson Saturday 10 AM·1 PM

WPKM
FM 106.3

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO
Sponsottd By: Michdob • Rw>ge Ori<ntal R~ • Casco Bay Coontry 500rt • Hunringroo Common

~-tdt~
1 mile past rotary on RI. 302. Left onto Ward RDild.
Represented by Diane O·Rellly. Harnden Realty. Inc
Office 799·1501- Beeper 758·5630.
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538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single Item. or large collection. wanted

BROWSERS
ALWAYS WELCOME
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon.-Sal.
Member
Antiquarian Ioola.n." Anociatlon 01 Anwrk:a

761-2150

646-8785

538 Congre» 51.

Route 1. Well.

Community
Cable Network
week of 6/15190

'Cross the Bay:
Portrait of Portland (1/2 hour)
A Year of Art:
Selections from the Permanent
Collection & Selected Loans
(1/2 Hour)
Health Views:
Delayed Placement
(1 hour)
Ireland Today:
Munjoy Hill to St. Dominies
(1 hour)

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.
@ii;m;;CEiiWitrn No other radio
station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
theday, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonly one choice.
But you probably know that already.

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

Programs premiere Fri. 7-1Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & ScarChannel varies in Gorham.
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AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY

DANCE!
HAPPY HOUR
BUFFETS
Mon.-Thur. 5-7pm

*
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Dance to your
favorite blend of
contemporary hits
• Wednesday through
Saturday Nights
DJ's 'til 12:30 am!
• lay Music Trivia every
Wednesday & Thursday
with Dan Giroux

*

S\LUTES

11''118 H·.

NG COVER CHARGE
APPROPRIATE DRESS
ONLY

.
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At the Comer of Milk
& Market Streets

THE SNOW, BIKE, SAIL SHED
315 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND ME
MON· FRill· 8, SAT 10·6, SUN 12·5
CASH, CHECK, VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER

SHREDDING
Continued from page 9

mately nothing to protect
skateboarders. Police Chief
Micheal Chitwood commissioned a study last year on the
feasibility of building a
municipal skateboard park,
but Patrolman Karl Geib, who
did most of the legwork for
that study, has no idea of what
happened to the department's
recommendations. "I've been
wondering what happened to
that myself," he said. "1 think
that city hall is sitting on it. We
finished the report and handed
it over to the city council, bu t
they haven't done anything
about it yet."
Patrolman Geib, who lectures students on the dangers
of drug abuse in the city's
schools, feels that skateboarding is a positive addiction. He
would like to see a skateboard
park built soon, if only to cut
down on the picayune police
work associated with skating.
"We don't feel right about
taking skateboards away," he
said. '1t makes us feel like
we're the bad guys." Geib
would like to see some results
from his work, but he isn't
counting on the city council
acting in the near future. '1
don't think they even want to
hear about it."
Of course, the Portland Oty
Council has passed a ton of
skateboarding laws. Skateboarding is verboten everywhere
except your aunt Lucy's cousin
Bobby's /Tiend Jitnmy':r
backyard ramp, a strip of
concrete barely long enough to
stretch out and take a nap on.
To hell with that, say most
skaters. Get on your board and
rip.
And what a great place to
do it! Portland, the state's
biggest cityscape: a skateboard
Valhalla, a rolling Disneyland
with acres of concrete and
miles of curb. Upstate skateboarders lust for the Old Port
like dogs baying for the hunt.
(Police and skateboarders have
fought pitched battles over the
Old Port, which may contain
the best series of obstacles in
the world of street skating).
And there are the cops themselves, who are willing to do
their part to make skateboarding a true team sport, with
the cops in the outfield and the
skaters endlessly up to bat. No
skater worth his or her salt
could possibly ask for more.
But if Portland builds a decent park, well ... goodbye to
all that, folks. The basically
good little boys and girls will
go faithfully and regularly to
the park, probably in the
company of their mother or
perhaps a maiden aunt,
looking both ways before
crossing the street. Upon
dressing in full-length contact
armor and donning air bags,
they will go briefly nuts and
rip, rip, rip until dinner time.
Whereupon the good little
moppets will go quietly home,
tightly clasping his or her
chaperone's clammy hand in a
chubby little palm.
Does this sound like the real
world? No. Because, while it is
true that the majority of skateboard owners are between the
ages nine and 12, there are
those other people out there,

the 15- to 30-year-old "kids,"
the one-percenter fringe. the
loners, freaks and artists who
ride their skateboards and do
little else.
The people, in short, who
do most of the thrashing.

Radical
Tonee Harbert picks me up
at the ferry landing in an
ancient blue Toyota, a chugging, creaking conveyance
reminiscent of Grandpa
McCandlish's skate scooter. As
we bucket down the road to
Ratz, Tonee lays the background for what we are about
to see.
"Skaters are basically out to
make a statement of cool," he
says. "They want to ride
hurleyburiey close to the edge
and take no guff. They want to
be cool and be respected at the
same time."
Tonee is 27, a freelance phOtographer par excellence and a
thrasher from wayback. He, at
least, is not going to Ratz to
slum: a battered skateboard,
helmet and pads occupy the
back seat With his cameras.
'These guys aren't necessarily troublemakers," he says.
'This is not necessarily a rebellion. This is a sport, a discipline, a way to compete
without getting in some one's
face to do it."
Tonee gives partial credit
for his bohemian world view to

about it. I can 't
talk about it
either.
/I

- Scott Sevigny
skateboarding. "I started hanging out with not-so-straight
people and hearing bands that
I might never have heard anywhere else, like 'Suicidal Tendencies,'" he says. '1 could
have been a Young Republican. This just sort of started the
wheels rolling."
Pulling into the parking lot,
we notice that all the cars wear
some version of the "Skateboarding Is Not A Crime"
bumpersticker. This is the
place, dudes.
Once inside, it's difficult to
find someone who will talk
about skateboarding, but eventually Graham, a 16-year-old
refugee from Gardiner, bites
the bullet and follows me out
the door.
"It's illegal to skate anywhere in Gardiner," he says,
kicking gravel at Tonee's car.
"But 1still skate every day."
Has he ever been chased by the
cops? "Oh, yeah. I've had my
board taken away from me a
couple of times, too. That's
part of the fun. You just wait
for your parents to pick it up
again and that's that."
This is Graham's first visit
to Ratz - his first time on the
half pipe. He skates with some
diffidence but no one seems to
mind. People go out of their
way to help each other at Ratz,

patiently teach other tricks,
buy each other sod~s.
This does not mean that the
average skater is in the bosom
of the Care Bears family when
he or she comes to Ra tz.
Watching these people watch
other people skate, I learn a lot
about skateboarding and
humanity in general. Here,
falling is funny. Pain is hilarious.
Nobody knows this side of
skateboarding better than Ratz
owner Tom Noble. "1 broke
my leg on that little ramp you
saw me skating on a minute
ago," he says. "It's ridiculous."
At 24, Tom looks like a
natural-born surfer: blond,
tanned, muscular, with
perhaps a hint of self-destructive zeal in his demeanor. Tom
has no trouble recognizing the
existence of a skateboarding
culture, " ... a strange and
rebellious one at that," but
doesn't see it threatening the
walls of civilization. "That's
giving it too much credit. It's
much simpler than that. You
can take anything and put it on
a grander scale, but this is just
skating. Skaters skate. Probably 75 percent of skaters do
nothing else."
Yet there is something about
skateboarding after the age of
16 that indicates that some sort
of life choice has been made, a
direction has been taken that
otherwise wouldn't have been
followed. Scott Sevigny is a
very serious person - skater,
anyway. who laughs a particularly low and dirty laugh when
asked if he will graduate from
high school this year. "Not at
all," he says. "No way." The
idea of graduation is apparently too funny for words.
Scott was Ratz' first customer when it opened five
months ago - a non-skater, at
that. He joined the staff, such
as it is, helped build the ramps
and has been skating ever
since. What would he be doing
now if he hadn't become a
thrasher? '1 don't think about
it. I can't talk about it, either."
Well said. It would be nice
to dip into the well of uncommon knowledge and come up
with a skating philosopher, a
Plato on wheels who could
point to the kind of crap cops
give skaters and say, "See the
injustice inherent in the
system! Witness the suffering
of an enlightened proletariat at
the hands of the skunk-sucking
cossacks!" Perhaps a revolutionary hippy-nouveau artist
skateboarder will now arise
and put all this into some kind
of perspective, a thrashing
Vaclav Havel in a Megadeth
tee shirt and high top basketball shoes.
And what would he say? If
he were really brilliant, really
insightful and knew skateboarding for what it really was, he
might say what Scott said: "I
don't think about it. I can't talk
about it, either." Anything else
would be pure bullshit.

w.o. Cutlip is that guy who,
like, writes things.
Tonee Harbert does the mendo
photos for that radial I paper.
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The magical islands of the
Bahamas ...
now in the Old Port

d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange Street, Portland· 772-5119
Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat.
Thurs. 'til 8

OPEN JUNE 18
Exclusively in New England-

't Androsia beach and casual wear
".. Sea Treasures gold and silver jewelry
.,.. Island fragrances and colognes
".. Limited edition prints and paintings by
. Bahamian artists

Also - Bahamian straw market, shells,
and aU the romantic charm of the islands!

5 7 Exchange Street
Corner of Market & Exchange
Old Port
879 .. 2242

CoscoBov
~EKLV

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

/
/
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ear a smile and a 100% cotton
tank dress from BLUE FISH !
A hand-dyed color spectacular from
"clover" to "J>inkster" . __ great over
your favorite T-shirt, or by itself for
hot days ahead!

DL~f 'fIrM

rM

AT AMARYLLIS

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange St., Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash,
Check or Money Order) and the address label below to:
Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
T-Shirts are 100% Cotton XL, and sport the CBW logo on the front pocket.

-~--------------------__________________________________________

N~::

Maillng Address: __________________------~------City: ____________:--______.State &: Z1P:_______________
Daytime phone #:__________________________________
VISA/MC #'______--'-_______________,Exp- date _______

Specify Color:
o Black
0 Pink
o Aqua
0 Royal Blue
Alternate color if first choice not available:

• Cheap thrills: Frank Stena
might have got his thrills at the
race track, but cheap thrills are
closer than that. The Portland
Museum of Art at Seven Congress Square is open free to the
public from 5-9 p.m. every
Thursday. The major exhibit
currently on the walls is "Frank
Stella: The Circuit Prints," abstractions of race car tracks,
which feature designs of uneven, layered loops and figureeights. A gallery talk on Stella's
work is being given at 5:15 p.m.
Also at the museum are the
exhibits "Perspectives: Harriet
Matthews," an exhibit of large
steel sculptures by the contemporary Maine artist; "French
Impressionism and Beyond: The
Scott M. Black Collection;"
"Urban Visions: Images by
Ashcan School Painters," an exhibit portraying scenes from the
city streets; "Americans at
Home and Abroad: Watercolors
and Prints by Childe Hassam,
Maurice Prendergast, James
McNeill Whistler and John
Singer Sargent;" and" Artful
Deception: The Craft of the
Forger," an exhibit of forgeries,
comparative works that are
genuine and works whose
authenticity is in question. For
more information, call the PMA
at 775-6148.

• At the grange: Neil Simon's
tribute to Anton Chekhov, "The
Good Doctor," will be performed by the Vintage Repertory Company this weekend and
next at the newly restored Saco
Grange Summer Theater in Bar
Mills (That's only 20 minutes
from Portland.) "The Good
Doctor" is a collection of short
vignettes adapt~ from
Chekhov's stories. Performances
are Friday-Saturday at 7:30 p.m.,
Sunday at 6:15 p.m. The Sunday
performance includes a 5 p.m.
dinner (reservations are required). For more information,

call929-6472. See Monday for
more Chekhov.
• Beyond the Iliad: The annual
Greek Heritage Festival begins
today at the Greek Orthodox
Church, 133 Pleasant St., Portland. Spend lunchtime at a
buffet of authentic Greek food
and spend the evening dancing
to tunes played by DJ Nikos
Horgas. Admission is free.
Festival hours are today and
tomorrow, 11 a.m.-10 p.m.,
Sunday, 12-6 p.m. Dancing is
Friday and Saturday, 6-10 p.m.

• On the trails: The Maine Outdoor Adventure Club organizes
frequent hiking, canoe and
camping trips during the
summer months. (And even
during the winter for outdoors
diehards!) Two workshops are
being offered today - a trail
maintenance workshop and
beginner rock climbing instruction in Evans Notch area for $35.
For information on either of
these events, call 829-4124.
Other tri ps includes hikes in the
Presidential range and Franconia Notch, as well as a camping
trip at Lake Umbagog. For a
complete schedule, see SPORT
listings.
• And in the city: Set your
sights on Portland's historic
sites, which are open for the
summer. Victoria Mansion,
finished in 1860, offers a glimpse
of the lifestyles of the rich and
famous of bygone days. The
Italianate villa on Danforth
Street is open Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Sunday, 1-4
p.m. TOUTS are given daily at
quarter past and quarter to the
hour. Admission is $4 for adults,
$1.50 for kids ages 6 to 18. For
more information, call 772-4841.
• History on the water: The
Lightship Nantucket is the
sometimes-homeless floating
museum berthed at Maine Pier
in Portland. The lightship is
open Saturday-Sunday 12-4 p.m.
Volunteer guides describe the
lightship and its history for
visitors. Admission is $3 for
adults, $1.50 for children. For
more information, call 775-1181.
• Overseeing it all: The Portland Observatory on Munjoy

Hill presents a birds-eye view of
Portland's history. The tower,
which is maintained by Greater
Portland Landmarks, is open
Friday-Sunday, 1-5 p.m., during
June and Wednesday-Sunday, IS p.m., July through Labor Day.
Admission is $1.50 for adults
and 50 cents for children under
12. Tours for groups can be
arranged by calling Landmarks
at 774-5561.

• Laughing gas: "Laughing
Wild," a Christopher Durang
comedy about a would-be opera
singer and a New-Age junkie
living in New York City, has its
final performance today at Mad
Horse Theater, 955 rorest Ave.,
Portland. If you're reading this
before Sunday, you might want
to try an earlier show. Performances are Thursday-Saturday at
8 p.rn., Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets
are $12 on Thursday and
Sunday, $14 Friday and Saturday. For more information, call
797-3338.
• The joke's on you if you think
there's not much going on
Sunday. Stand-up comedy is on
the bill every Sunday at T-Birds,
126 N. Boyd, Portland. Tonight's
featured comedians are AI
Ducharme and Mike Moto.
Doors open at 7 p.m.; show
begins at 8:30 p.m. Admission is
only $5. For more information,
caIl~040.

• Chekhov outdoors: The
Vintage Repertory Company is
Russian to the parks for the new
"Theater in the Parks" series in
Deering Oaks. Vignettes from
Chekhov's "The Good Doctor"
will be performed at 7:30 p.m. at
the Bandstand in Deering Oaks.
The performance is free and
open to the public. For more
information, call 874-8793.
• High-strung guitar man: Leo
Kottke, a master of 6- and 12string guitar picking, takes the
stage at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $15. (Late
breaking item: Tonight's show is
sold out, but there are still
tickets for tomorrow's show.)
For more information, call 7736886.

Portland String Quartet perform
a special gig for the visitors from
Archangel, USSR, and others at
the Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. The Portland String
Quartet
will perform Russian
• No hills: Looking for new
composer
Alexander Borodin's
places to roam on two wheels?
"Quartet
No.2
in 0 Major" and
Mike Perry of L.L. Bean presents
American
composer
Walter
a slide show of little known
Piston's
"Quartet
No.1."
Sam
bicycle routes in Maine at the
Costa's
dancers
perform
three
monthly meeting of the Casco
Bay Bicycle Club. The meeting is works choreographed by Costa.
"Red Skies" is set to Russian
at 7 p .rn. at the Portland Public
balalaika music, Tchaikovsky as
Safety Building, Middle Street,
Portland. The public is welcome. well as Soviet rock 'n roll.
"Working," danced to the music
For more information, call 774of Thelonius Monk, was in1118 or 829-4402.
spired by Costa's relationships
with two friends and the final
piece "Remembrance" has been
described as "joyful, playful and
nostalgic," danced to original
music for guitar and violin
composed by Harry Chalmiers.
The international celebration
• Selling news and features:
The Portland's Writer's Network takes place tonight at 8 p.m. For
is offering a workshop, "Writing ticket information, call 774-0465.
for Public Radio." MPBN news
director Andrea de Leon and
freelancer Tom Verde discuss
the skills needed to write for
public radio and how the form
di ffers from other freelance
writing. The workshop will be
• Working waterfront: The i'OTt
held at 7:30 p.m. in the Portland
City Festival celebrates
Public Safety Building, Middle
Portland's maritime industry
Street, Portland. It's free and
and history from 10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
open to the public. Just bring
at the Portland Fish Pier on
questions. For more informaCommercial Street. The festival
tion, call 871-0466.
coincides with the traditional
• Me, sugar plum!: The Joe
Blessing of the Fleet, and
Jefferson Play Reading Club
features music and sea shanties,
presents Samuel Beckett's "End
seafood, boatbuilding demonGame" at 8 p.m. at Cafe No, 20
strations and tours of the
Danforth St., Portland. The
Schooner Bowdoin. For more
performance is free and open to
information, call the Waterfront
the public. For more informaAlliance at 874-7678.
tion, call 772-8114.
• Fiddle heads: Three great jazz
fiddlers - Claude Williams, Matt
Glaser and Leroy Jenkinsperform at 8 p.m. at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Williams
is one of the first jazz violinists,
who began his jazz career in the
• The longest day: The Portland
'20s
and played in the bands of
Folk Club celebrates the summer
Nat
"King"
Cole and Count
solstice with a concert of drinkBasie. On the outer fringes off
ing songs performed by club
jazz, Leroy Jenkins is regarded
regulars Jennifer Caven, Eli
as
the leading avant-garde
Dale, Norris Dale, Val D' Alessio,
violinist in the country. And
Charlie lpear, Chez Watts and
virtuosa Matt Glaser has played
others at 7:30 p.m. at the Portthe gamut from classical to big
land Observatory on Munjoy
band to bluegrass. The concert is
Hill, Portland. Admission to the
presented by Portland Performfestivities is $4. For more
ing Arts. Tickets are $13, availinformation, call 773-9549.
able at the PPAC box office,
Amadeus Music and Gallery
Music in Portland. For more
information, call 774-0465.
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Symposia .•.
The Portland Folk Club shares
drinking songs. See June 21.
A feast fit for the Grecian gods.
See June 15.

• Glasnost diversions: Sam
Costa & Dancers and The

Records, Tapes, CD's and other Bad Habits

M

AlNESTATE
USIC THEATRE

Located on Beautiful
Bowdoin College Camp...
BruDllwick, Maine

: OKLAHOIUA! :
• June 12-June 24

A triple-threat bill:

Spon80red by:

The swing of 82·yearod Claude Williams
The v,r11.Josjly of Matt Glaser

~)~

The avont garde mastel)' of Leroy Jenkins

Saturday, June 23, 8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickels: $13 Call 774005
AI50 ovoilable at Amadeus M.J>.c
&Gallery M.J>.c

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-4500

10· E~change 'St.• Lower Level -. Old 'Port

'B16 gOVNo9 f~oM ALL

OFFERING BREAKFAST & LUNCH
Monday - Friday 7am-4pm
Sunday lOam-lpm
Featuring New Vegetarian Specials
and Old Favorites

772-0702 • 591 Congress St.

across from Ponland Museu~ if An

-Carry or

bnIn.wIck
co aI&Jr rrbe,

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES
ope ... lu... 26

Thes, - Sat. 8:00 p.m.
Wed" Fri., Sun. 2:00 p.m.

725-8769

•

NOW OFFERING

LUNCH
DELIVERY
166 Cumberland Ave' Portland

Call 774-7414
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Another 48 Hours Another time. Nick
Nolte plays the cop and Eddie Murphy
his sidekick con in this fun (but not too
fun) sequel.
Ariel Finnish comedy about an unemployed miner, who leaves the country
for Helsinki in an old Cadillac
convertible. Back To The Fuwrelll Marty
McFIy and Doc Brown find themselves
in the Old West of 1885. Gun fights and
spoofs of Spaghetti westerns characterize the last - they promise! - ins18l1ment of the time-machine trilogy.
Bird on • WI .. Mel Gibson and Goldie
Hawn star in this romantic adventure
story that consists of little more than
comic banter between two cute stars.
C.eIIllac M.n Robin Williams is a car
salesman, who likes to sleep around.
Tim Robbins thinks the Cadillac Man's
been messing with his wife and he
terrorizes this car dealership to get
even.
CI ...... P.radlso Giuseppe Tornatore's Academy Award-winning movie
is about growing up and how the icons
created by the cinema have shaped
what we believe in. The movie describes the life of a small Italian seacoast town and its Cinema Paradiso,
where peopfe love, hate and play. The
movie is nostalgic for the time when
movies were movies and when peopfe
still gathered together in a community.
CI. . .
1999 Wild teenagers in high
school are kept in check by robots.
The Cook, The Thief, His Wife,
Her Lover Peter Greenaway's unrated Hick is about a sadistic thug Albert, who likes to eat with his fingers ,
knock his wife around and demoralize
his friends in public. Albert's nota pretty
sight, but the movie is. Visually, "The
Cook .. ." is the most overwhelming
movie to be released in some time. The
center of the visual spectacle is Helen
Mirrem, who shines in the movie which
otherwise borders on stilted grotesqueness. Mirrem plays Albert's wife. The
movie centers around her affair with a
restaurant patron and Albert's rage
when he discovers the affair. The much
publicized grossness of the movie is
subtle, brilliant and overpowering.
Dick Tracy Warren Beatty is the cartoon cop. Madonna makes a big splash
as his co-star. The biggest hype of the
summer. Get to thetheatereariy ; there 's
bound to be a looong line.
1'1 .. Birds Likened to a u.s. Army recruiting film, Nicholas Cage and Tommy
Lee Jones star in this flick about a
couple of copter pilots fighting the war
on drugs in South America.
Henry V Kenneth Branaugh's 'Henry
V" is packed with virility. When King
Henry decides togo to war with France,
Branaugh takes us into Henry's council
chamber. On one side sit the young
men, virile and ready for anything. On
the other are the more restrained elder
voices of reason and good council. As
council speaks, Brannaugh's camera
savors the virility. The arguments for
taking France are inconsequential ;
these young men are ready to fight.
The movie digs into the plotting and
preparations for battle, With little regard
for why all this strength is going to war.
Henry's speech to his troops before
battle is awe inspiring. Anyone would
follow him into battle - with or without
good reason.
Hunt For Red October is a reminder
that the puerile conception of U.S. foreign policy promulgated by Reagan
and his cronies lives on. Using commies as bad guys doesn't make a bad
movie, but there needs to be some
action , character and suspense. "The
Hunt For Red October" had none of
these ; it is insipid.
Krishnamurtl Documentary on the
life and times of the author, philosopher and teacher, who declared among other things - that he belonged
to no country or nationality. The 1989
movie was directed by Michael
Mendizza.
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MATTHEWS
FOUIDER:

FAIRPORT CONVENTION

FOUIDER:

MATTHEWS
SOUTHERN COMFORT

FIRST:

FOLK VOCALIST ON

WINDHAM HILL LABEL

June 15 •
MY 3 SONS (with Lars Vegas)
June 16·
REUNION OF ROCKIN' KING 8'S

Forest Avenue

The Maglcl.n Ingmar Bergman's 1959
black-and-white movie looks the confrontation between a hypnotist and a
magician as they demonstrate their
power over life and death. The movie
stars Max Von Sydow and Ingrid Thulin.
Milo & Otis Promised last summer,
this animated feawre for kids is about
a couple of animals in like.
Pretty W_n Julia Roberts and Richard Gare star in the Pygmalian-type
story about a wealthy businessman
who picks up a prostiwte and dresses
her up pretty. The movie has a few
great lines, but the story's nothing more
than a fairy tale. Roberts is good; she
should be more particular about scripts.
Gere plays a character he's played too
many times before.
Q&A Sidney Lumet's latest movie is
about police corruption in New York
City. The movie lets misanthropes be
misanthropes with little hope for humanity. Nick Nolte does a great job
playing the bigoted cop Brennan, who
shoots a Puerto Rican crook and then
tries to cover it up. Timothy Hutton is
the Assistant D.A., whose job it is to
protect him. Armand Assante is wonderful as a toe-good-to-be-true crook.
The plot doesn't unfold simply, but it's
held together with powerful images of
racism and machismo. The racism is
all too familiar. The machismo is inescapable, comering one victim after another. Lumet uses close-up after closeup so we can't avoid looking at the ugly
picWre he's painting .

What's Where
General Clnernll.
Maine Mall
Maine lola. Rood, S Ponlond
774-1022

DI..........'IPGI

12. 2;30,5,7:30. 10 (open. June lS)
O......Un. II I_tal
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12, 2:35,4:55, 720, 9:45
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THURSDAY 0.14
Ian Matthews and Bill Morrissey
(acoustic) 9 pm , Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Opposites Attract (rock) Moose AIley, 46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
The W.lters (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773·8040.
BuH.lo Tom and Lars Vegas (rock)
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. 7738187.
Gunnar (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St ,
Portland. 772-7891.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Mou~on St., Portland. 774-0444 .
Rush Hour (jazz) Little Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Ed Lester Band (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 7674627 .
Who Knows (rock) Aqua Lounge, 17
Ocean Ave., York Beach . 363-7578 .

.H . . . . . . . .PG.t31
1:30, 4, 7. 9:35

T.......

Mutant

12:45, 2:55, 5:05

IIInJa ...........PGI
~hrough

June 141

PNttv W_n till
1:3(}, .(:10, 7:25. 9:.50

Nickelodeon

TOfT1lIe an<I Middle, Ponlond
n2·9751
FIrst show Sat·Sun onty
Henry V
6:45, 9:45 (openo June '51
11110 • Oll. 10 I
1:40, 4:10 (openo JJn. '51
Tot•• lllee.IICR)
120, 4, 7, 9:45
C.dlilu lI.n IRI
1:30,4;30, 7:30, 9:25

Q• • • 111
4 :35,7:05. 9"0 CUuough June 14)
6:50, 9:30 ~,om June 15)
The Cook, The Th .."
M" Wlfo, Her Low_
(no one under 18 admitted)
1 :15,4:15, 7:15, 9:35

Cinema ",,.uU••

1:10,4:10, 720, 9:40
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The Movie.

10 Exchange, Portland

m ·9600

Th.,_eel ..............
through June 17

Wod·Fri ., 7, g:
and Sal al7.

IKtlehn.murtl

June 16--1\1
Sal Cd " 9: Sun at 1, 7 and 9:
Mon-Tue al1. 8.

."'"

June 20-24
Wed· F,17:30, 9 ;
Sat-Sun at 1, 7:30.

Clnernll City
WeOlbrool< PIau
854-9116

All times through Thursday: call ahead
for Friday's chang_

H_I.. _ 001_ tPGI
Mon-Thu at 8; Sat·Sun at 6:4S. 8:15;
weekand mail at 12:45,3:50
....cecll.......... 1I1

7:15, g:15, weekend ma1aat 1:15, 3 :15
Dr..... II,"" D••7IPGI

7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3 ;15
Total II_.U fill
7.9, weekend malsall, 3
I LoveYou To Death
7:15. 9 :15. weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15
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Evenlna Star
Tontine Mall,~runswick
729-5466

NoeM on TIM ""'IPG.131
7 ~hrough June 141

Cadlila. M.n CR.

8:50

~h,ough

June 141

Portland Museum of Art
~~~uare
n5-6148

The Magician

1111. Ticket Info, 773·6886. Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 .1111

Tot.1 Rec.1I Arnold Schwarzenegger
stars in Paul ·Robocop· Verhoeven's
big-budget sci-fi flick. Amie plays a
man called Doug Quaid living in the
21stcenWry, when a war between two
hemisphere rages on Earth and the
minerai deposits of Mars are being
piHered to fuel the fight. It seems Doug
is not who he thinks he was, and in a
time when the technology exists to
mess with a person's mind and memeries, he never really knows whae's true
and whae's an implanted illusion. But
not knowing whae's real doesn't stop
Amie froni killing more bad guys than
humanly possible while delivering one
liners with a smirk on his face. 'Total
Recall" is high on the violence of the
bone-cracking, Hash-flying, head-exploding variety . And - surprise - it's low
on plot.

June 1., 7 pm

Adrnil&lon Is $3.50.

FRIDAY 0.15
The Whigs and St_1 Cow (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St. , Portland. 7727891 .
My Three Sons and Lars Vag.s
(rock) 9 pm, Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. 773-6886.
D.n Tonini (acoustic) Gntty McDuffs,
396 Fore St. , Portland. 772-2739.
The B .... kdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
Wing & A Prayer (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial St. , Portland. 774-3550.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
Roy FraDB Trio (jazz) Uttle Willies,
36 Market St. , Portland . 773-4500.
Th. BoJ'z (rock) Spints at the Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151.
No Re.1 Neighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , s. Portland. 767-4627.
The Inspectors (rock) Brunswick , 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.

SATURDAY 8.18
Rockln' King B's Reunion (r&b) 9
pm, Raoul 's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
B.tes Hotel and Sionny Window
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland.
772-7891.
The B . .akdown (rock) Moose Alley ,
46 Market St., Portfand. 774-5246.
James Montgomery (blues) Dry
Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portfand.
774-3550.
Roy Frazee Trio (jazz) Uttfe Willies,
36 Market St. , Portfand. 773-4500
Steve Blum (jazz guitarist) Saturdays,
10 pm ... Cafe No, 20 Danforth St.,
Portland.
The Boyz (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
700 Main St., s. Portland. 774-6151 .
No Re.1 NeIghbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-4627.
The Inspaclors (rock) Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
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SATURDAY 8.18
Leo Kottke, with apologies
to Russell Turner
Fingerstyle guitar master Leo
Kottke pulls into Raoul's Roadside Attraction next week for two
shows. The Monday night show
is sold out, but tickets are still
available for the Tuesday night
show, wruch will set you back a
paltry $15 U ,S, The show starts at
Sp.m.
In 1974, I was smoking butts
and saving money to buy a bigger
amp to better broadcast my mediocre electric guitar playing, I happened to hear two cuts off of Leo
Kottke's "6 & 12 String Guitar"
album over the radio one day and
was instantly transformed into a
devotee of the acoustic guitar. I
hocked my Les Paul and bought a
Gibson LG-l. I have been a dazzling adequate finger picker ever
since.
Leo Kottke's guitar playing
represents the empyrean limit of
pattern picking excellence, Kottke
drives his composition with an
athletic execution unparalleled
anywhere in the world of the
acoustic guitar. If I have left out
an overblown superlative, please
let me know. This guy plays real

good.
Leo Kottke sings rea1g00d,too.
I like his singing, but Leo rumself
has compared rus voice to geese
farts on a muggy day, Grantedit's
an- acqUired taste, but one well
worth acquiring. Smash your
piggy bank and head out to
Raoul' s. Then decide for yourself.
I confess that the last time I
mentioned Raoul's in these pages,

I gravely misspoke. I suggested a
comparison of Raoul's with Buckdancer's Choice, wherein I conduded that anybody entering
Raoul's at 7fora 9p.m. show had
to imagine what the artist was
doing with his or her hands, due
to the extreme range.
Mr, Russell Turner was then
forced to print an ad in CBW in
which the true dimensions of his
establishments were pointedly
featured.
I can hardly imagine the angst
that drove you to such lengths,
Mr. Turner! The horror, the ineffable embarrassment, your empire teetering on the brink. . . All
due to my hopeless pronunciamento.
What an incredible gaffe on
my part! I humbly abase myself
before you now, Mr, Turner, and
earnestly beseech your forgiveness. In my own defense, I can
only say that I often forget to
bring my measuring tape to concerts, and that little hope was
given to me at birth when I was
pulled from my mother's womb
spouting the most outrageous
hyperbole.
I hope that I have atoned for
my sins, And to the rest of my
readers, let mesay thatMr, Turner
personally assured me that
anyone arriving after S p,m, will
be led to the stage by Russell
himself and placed in Leo
Kottke's lap, You should be able
to see his very hands from that
vantage point.

W.D. Cutlip

Boston Comedy Co, (comedy) Aqua
Lounge, 17 Ocean Ave., York Beach .
363-7578.

SUNDAY 8.17
David Pope (classical guitar) during
Sunday brunch, 10 am-3 pm, at Cafe
No. 20 Danforth St. , Portland.
Desperate Avakadoes (folk-rock
fusion) 4 pm, Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore
St. , Portlan£l. 772-2739.
Acoustic Blues Jam (blues) 7 pm,
Unde Billy'S, 60 Ocean 51., S. Portland. 767-7119.
Open Mike Night Geno's, 13 Brown
St., Portland. 772-7891.
Swift Ice Cubes (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444.
Loose C.boose (reggae) 9 pm,
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
Brain Johnson (acoustic) Squire Morgans, 46 Market St., Portland. 7745246.
AI Duch.rme and Mike Moto (com edy) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, Portland.
773-8040.

Rad H ••ven (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St. , Portland . 774-0444.

WEDNESDAY 8.20
Sug.r Minott, Chris Wayne and
Little John (reggae) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
Rad Light Revue (r&b) 9 pm, Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6686.
P.m and P.J. (vocals) Linle Willies,
36 Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.
Ragdoll (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
Rad Heaven (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.

UPCOMING
The Neighborhoods and Left Nut
(rock) June 21, Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.,
Portland. 773-8187.
o Positive (rock) June 22, Dry Dock,
84 Com mercialSt., Portland. 774-3550.
M.ri. MuldeIII' (acoustic) June 22, 9
pm, Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.

MONDAY 8.18

DANCING

Lao Kottke (acoustic guitar) 8 pm,

Zootz, 31 Forest, Portiand. Fri: Post
Modem - all ages ; Sat: latest dance
music; Sun : request night; Tue: Hip
House - all ages; Wed: Woridbeat Night
773-8187.
The Moon, 425 Fore St., Portland.
Open nighdy, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3
am. No cover. 871-0663.
Salutes, 20 Milk St., Portland. Open
nightly until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St., Portland.
Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.

Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
Swift Ice Cubes (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St., Portland . 7740444.

TUESDAY 8.1 9
Lao Kottke (acoustic guitar) 8 pm,
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portiand.
773-6886.
Ferrell, R.rkln .nd Shone (comedy) Little Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
SI.ld Cle.ves (acoustic) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portfand. 7722739.

PrIscilla He....... n (folk) 8 pm, Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Opening set by Jennifer Caven.
Tickets are $6 in advance (Amadeus
Music and Gallery Music in Portland,
MacBeans Music in Brunswick) and $8
at the door. Kids tickets are half price.
For more information, call the Portiand
Folk Club at 773-9549.
Tom Dyhrburv (folk) 8 pm, Heffernan
Center, Saint Joseph's College, Windham. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 892-6766 ext

456.
Lyle Lovett and Rickie L_ Jones
(pop/country) 7:30 pm, Veterans
Memorial Park, Manchester, N.H. Tickets are $18.50 reserved, $16 lawn.
Tickets are available at TlCktron outlets
(including the Cumberland County Civic
Center box oHice) and Strawberries.

TUESDAY 8.1 9
Papa Loves Mambo (Latin) 7:30 pm,
Bandstand, D~ering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and open to the public. 8748793.

WEDNESDAY 8.20
Deb & Doug (folk) 8:15 pm, Westem
Prom Gazebo, Portland. Free and open
to the public. 874-8793.

UPCOMING
Portland Folk Club Summar Sol·
stice Concert (folk) Evening of drinking songs performed by Jennifer Caven,
Eli Dale, Norris Dale, Val D'Alessio,
Charlie Ipcar, Chez Watts and others
June 21 , 7:30 pm at the Portland
Observatory, Munjoy Hill, Portland. Admission is $4. For more information,
call 773-9549.
Los Angeles Gult.r au.rtet (dassical) Works by Rossini , Holst, Krouse,
Pearson and deFalia performed June
21, 7 :30 pm , Rockport Opera House ,
Rockport. Tickets are $8 for adults, $4
for people under 18. For more information, call 236-2823.
Ray Charlas .nd the Raalelts
(rhythm & blues) June 22, 8 pm, Maine
Center for the Arts, at the University of
Maine, Orono. For ticket information,
call 581-1755.
Amerlc.n B.llet East Ch....ber
Orchestra (dassical) Music by Britten, Haydn and Brahms performed June
22, 7:30p.m. at the State Street Church,
State Street, Portland. Tickets are $7
adults, $3.50 for children. For more Information , call 767-2969.
Portland String Quartet and Sam
Costa & Dancers perform music
and dance with a Russian flair June 22,
8 pm at the Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A ForestAve., Portland. The
performance is in honor of the 45 Soviet
citizens from Archangel who will be visiting Portland for the first time as part of
the Sister City People-te-People Exchange. The PSO will perform Alexander Borodin's "Quartet No. 2 in 0 Major" and Walter Piston's "Quartet No.
1." Sam Costa & Dancers perform three
works choreographed by Costa: 'Red
Skies," 'Working" and"Remembrance."
For ticket information, call 774-0465.

STAGE

laughing Wild Christopher Durang's
comedy about a would-be opera singer
and a New-Age junkie in N_ York City
performed by Mad Horse Theatre Company through June 17 at Mad Horse
Theater, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 7 pm. Ticket prices range from
$10-$14. For more information, call
797-3338.
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June 13 Raoul's Dance Party
June 17
June 15 Maine Med" private party
June 20
June 1611:30-1 Fort Williams Family Fun Day, June 23
Cape Elizabeth
June 7:/
3:3(}-7:30 Augusta, private party
Eve. Concert wi Joe Houston at Raoul'sJune 30

Camp O-At-Ka, Aft. private
Raoul's Dance Party
Samoset, Rockland, eve., private
Aft. Wxxllands, privaate
Eve. Woodlands, private
Aft. York Harbor, privale
Eve. Ipswich MAl private

Winners of 4 Maine Music Awartls!
Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with the
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!

Now booking weddings and corpora~ parties for spring 8r: summer.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 8

CALL

COW

7758801

-2802
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WITH THIS AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT-,

1

. ~

1

I·

1

1
11

1

Come to Freeport, and Visit...

Desert of Maine

:
1

=Maine's Famous Natural Phenomenon

1

Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated Coach Tours' Nature Trails' Sand Artist
1783 Bam' World's Largest Sand Painting' Gift Shop' Store
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 0 Desert Rd. 0 Dept. V 0 Freeport 04032
Open May 10th· October 10th Tel. (201) 865-6962

1

1- _______ Limit One Coupon

1

1
1

1

Per Person _ _ _ _ _ _c~J

5w_ney Todd Stephen Sondheim's
musical about a barber gone berserk
through June t6. Perlonned by The
Portland Players at 420 Cottage Rd.,
South Portland. Perlormances are FriSat at 8 pm, Sunday at 7 (except May
27 at 2:30 pm) . For more information ,
call 799-7337.
Diary
a Madman James Walker's
one-man show about the life, love and
success of a lonely Russian derk is
being perfonned June t 5- t 6 at 8 pm at
The Theater at Monmouth . TICkets are
$ 15, $13 for seniors, $10 for students.
For more infonnation or reservations ,
call 933·9999.
Look To This Day! - Healing
Ou ....lv... H_lIng Our Planet
Edith Doughty's new musical benefits
are 12-step programs June 14, 16,17.
21. 23, 24 at 7:30 pm at the 88 String
Guitar. 100 Front St.. Bath. Tickets are
available at Buckdancer's Choice in
Portland and MacBeans Music in Brunswick. For more infonnation. call 443-

0'

9603.

FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS

ALROSE~
printing & graphics co.
OFFSET - LETTERPRESS
200 ANDERSON STREET

UWe

0

PORTLAND

0

774-9329

buy anything worth buying"

Stereos e TVs e Musical Instn.unents
Antiques e Guns e VCRs

• • • WE PAY CASH • • •
OUr jewelry is already half the cost of retail ...
But now all Gold and Diamonds are

Discounted Even More!

14K Gold $12 per gram
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland

e

772-3932

330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 0155 Front St., Bath 0177 Water St., Augusta

BUY • SELL • TRADE
THE KING
OF BEERS!
Budweiser, which Is available In
50 states, licensed brewed In
seven countries and exported to
more than 40 others Is the largo
est selling beer In the
wodd. Which mamager in baseball history managed the most
World Series?... An·
swer is Casey Stengel ,
who managed in 10
World Series - and no
one else has eve r
matched that. What
makes Budweiser the
contInued favorite?
Perhaps the best
reason of all is that
cool, crisp Budweiser taste.
Budv:eiser is brewed with only
the finest, most costly, all naturalIngredients available IncludIng high quality barley malt - the
·soul"ofallgreatbcers. Of all the
men who've ever played baseball,
which one hit the most World Series
home runs? .. Answer is NOT Babe
Ruth .. . It's Mickey Mantle who hit

18 homers in World Series play .. .
Ruth, by the way, had just 15. At
Anheuser·Busch, the time·hon·
ored tradition of brewIng the
old· fashioned way,
with its exclusive
beechwood ageing

process, continues
today and assures you
the flnest quality beers
available. This comIIlitment will never
change! Here's a sur·
prising football fact. .. In
the earl y days o f rootball ,
touchdowns
counted for nothing! In
those days, a touchdown
merely gave a team the right to try
to "convert" the touchdown into a
score by kicking the ball through
the goal poSIS .. . This feature is still
retained in today's point.after-touch·
down which is sometimes still called
a "conversion". When considerIng all these reasons, it is no
wonder why Budweiser Is and
always will be, The Klng ofBeers!

The
"G98 Maine Event"
Concert

Oklahoma! Rodgers and Hammerstein's musical perlormed by the Maine
State Music Theater through June 24
at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Performances at Tue-Sat
at 8 pm. Wed, Fri and Sun at 2 pm.
nckets are $10-$20. For more information. call 725-8769.
Ca.co Bay Mov.rs .Jazz Danee
Conc.rt Jazz and tap dancing June
14-16. 8 pm at the Portland Perlorming
Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave .. Portland. For more information. call 871·
1013.
A Toa.t to Broadway The Bayside
Players present a dinner theater production of a musical revue of songs
from 10 Broadway musicals June 15Aug 25 atThe Por~and Club, 156 State
St.. Portland. Performances are Fridays (happy hour at6:30, diner at7:30.
curtain at 8:30) and Sunday (brunch at
12 noon, curtain at 2 pm). nckets are
$29.501$24.50. For more information.
call 773-0218.
The Good Doctor by Neil Simon perfonned by the Vintage Repertory June
15-16, 22· 24 at the Saco Grange
Summer Theater in Bar Mills. Perlormances are Fri-Sat at 7:30 pm, Sun at
6 :15 pm. For more information. call Pat
Packard at 929-6472.
Audition for "U'I Abner" Freeport
Community Players are holding auditions for the musical comedy June 1415.7-9 pm at the Freeport High School,
Holbrook Street, Freeport. For more
information . call 865-604 1.
Theat.r In the Park Vintage Repertory Company perlorm Neil Simon·s
"The Good Doctor" June 18, 7:30 pm at
the Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park.
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more infonnation, call 874-8793.
End Came Samuel Becken's play is
being performed by the Joe Jefferson
Play Reading Club June 20. 8 pm at
Cafe No. 20 Danforth St., Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 772-8114.
N.w England Vaudevill. Festl·
val 50 professional variety artists per·
form June 22· 24 in Gardiner. 'A Salute
to the Days of Radio Variety' June 22,
7:30 pm at Gardiner Area High School ;
'Day on Gardiner Common Celebration' June 23, 10 am-3 pm ; Parade to
Water Street June 23, 3 pm; Street
perlormances June 23, 4-5:30 pm at a
Picnic Variety Arts Concert on Gardiner Common June 23. 6:30-8:30 pm;
Waterlront Celebration June 24. 1-5
pm; Picnic Variety Arts Concert June
24, 6:30-8:30 pm and Fire Juggling
June 24 at 8:30 pm. For more informa·
tion, call 582-7144.
Th.
M.rchant
of Venlc.
Shakespeare's play will be set in prefacist Italy. 1928. June 22-24, 8 pm at
the Theater at Monmouth, Monmouth .
nckets are $ 15 regular admission. $13
for seniors and $10 for students. For
more information. call 933-9999.

COng ..... Square Callery, (new location) 42 Exchange St.. Portland. Still
life and landscape painting by George
Van Hook June 15-July 20. Opening
reception June 15. 5-7 pm . Hours :TueSat 10 am-5 pm . 774-3369.
Dan'orth 5t ....t Callery. 34 Danforth SI , Porttand. 'Crossover: multimedia installation combining print. photography. poetry and painting June 22July 7. Opening reception June 22,
5 :30·8 pm. Hours : Tue-Sat t t am-5
pm. 775-6245.
Dean Velentga. Call.ry, 60 Hampshire St., Portland. Paintings, sculpture and prints by Charles Hewitt June
22-July 15. Opening reception June
22,5:30-7:30 pm. Hours: Thu 12-8 pm,
Fri-Sat 12-5 pm, Sun t2-4 pm and by
appointment. 772-2042.

AROUND TOWN
0'

Portland Museum
Art Seven
Congress Square. Portland. Hours :
Tue-Sat. 10·S; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings , 5-9. 'French Impressionism and Beyond: The Scon M.
Black Collection' (through July 29) ;
'Urban Visions: Images by Ashcan
School Painters' (through Aug 26);
'Americans at Home and Abroad:
Watercolors and Prints by Chi Ide
Hassam, Maurice Prendergast, James
McNeill Whistler and John Singer
Sargent· (through July 8); 'Perspectives: Harriet Matthews,'exhibitof large
steel sculptures (through July 8); 'Artful Deception: The Craft of the Forger:
exhibition of forgeries , comparative
works that are genuine and works
whose authenticity is in question
(through July t); ' Frank Stella: The
Circuits Prints: mixed-media prints
(through Aug 5). 775-6148.
Abacu. Gall.ry. 44 Exchange St. .
Portland. Fine jewelry and American
crafts. Hours : Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm,
Sun 12-5 pm. 772-4880.
AREA Gall.ry. Campus Center.
Bedford Street, USM Portland. 'Off
Shore,' photographs by Maggie Foskett
through Aug 10. Hours: Mon-Sat 12-5
pm, Sun 12·5 pm. 780-4090.
Art Gall.ry at Six D_ring 5t ....t,
Portland. Painting in pastels by nmothy Parks through June. Hours: TueSat 11 am-5 pm through June 16 ; by
chance or appointmentthereafter. 772·
9605 .
The Bak.r'. Dozen Group Show at
the Seamen's Club and the Baker's
Table Restaurant in the Old Port. Portland. Exhibit continues through July
15. For more information. call 77515t4 or write A.A .V., 10 Pine St.. Portland,04102.

a.rrielon G.II.rl•• , eo r-. ac Ol•• r"" t

land. Paintings by George Burk and
Richard Wilson through June 30. Also
a setection of 19th and early 20th
century American paintings. Hours :
Mon·Fri 10 am-5 pm. 772-5011.
Bayview Gall.ry, 75 Market St. , Portland. Florais and stilllifes in oil by Mary
Towne Jagua and new paintings by
Wendy Newcomb through June 30.
For more information. call 773-3007.
Evans Gallery. 7 Pleasant SI . Portland. 'Mediterranean Color.' photographs by Jeffrey Bacorn through July
14. Hours : Tue-Fri 10am-6 pm, Sat t 1
am-5 pm. 879-0042.
Gallery 127, 127 Middle St.. Portland.
Works by Matt James, Bruce Kaminski
and Barbara Kanter through June 29.
Gallery open most afternoons. 12-5
pm, or by appointment. 773·3317.
Mal... National Bank. 400 Congress
St.. Por~and. Handmade paper sculpture by three Maine artists - Padi
Mayhew Bain, Nancy Bel Scott and
Earl Weeks - on exhibit through June
29. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-4 pm . 7751000.
Mal... Potters Market, 376 Fore
St.. Portland. Porcelain and slip decorated redware by Chris Peck through
June t 7; Porcelain and stoneware by
new member Peter Jones June 18-30.
Hours : Sun-Wed tOam-6 pm; Thu-Sat
10 am·9 pm. 774-1633.
Nancy Margoli. Gallery, 367 Fore
St., Portland. · Botanical Glass Forms'
by Cam Langkey, "Ceramic Dwetlings'
by Martha Erickson and ·Vessel Forms'
by Michael Nordstrom through June.
Hours : Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Sun 124 pm. 775-3822.
Payson Gall.ry
Art. Westbrook
College. 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
The Permanent Collection and Selected Loans through Sap 9. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am·4 pm (Thu until 9), SatSun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Portland Public Library, Five Monument Square, Portland. ·Beyond the
Surface : Photographs by Emily Sper,'
abstract Cibachrome prints by Portland photographer Emily Sper through
June 29. Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri 9
am-6 pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm , Sat 9
am-5 pm. 871-1700.
Rafft_ Cafe Bookstore. 555 Con·
gress St., Porttand. Pastel drawings by
Phyllis Wolf Wilkins through June 26.
Hours : Mon·Sat 8:30 am-6 pm. Thu
until 8 pm. 761-3930.

0'
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Portland School
Art Photo Cal·
I.y, 619 Congress St., Portland. Photographs 01 Europe by Peter Shellenberger through June 25. Opening reo
ception June 14,6-8 pm. Slide show by
Curtis Harvey at 7 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri
9 am-5 pm. 775-5153.

June 14, 1990
Stein Gall_ry Contemporary
Gla •• , 20 Milk SI., Portland. Glass
works by Barry Entnerthrough July 15.
Hours: Mon-Sat t 1 am-5:30 pm;closed
Tue and Sun. 772-9072.
W. .inGa........FI. . Art.,41I2Mi1kSt..
Portland. Fine 17th. 18th and 19th
century decorative prints with an emphasis on architectural. botanical .
marine & sporting subjects. Hours : TueFri 10 am-5:30 pm . Sat 10 am-5 pm
774-1944.
We.t Side R. .taurant. 58 Pine St. .
Portland. Recent paintings by Terry
McKelvey through July 29. 773-8223.

Mal... Touring Art. Program The
deadline for artists interested in applying for the Maine Arts Commission
program is July 2. Applicants must be
Maine residents, have a strong commitment to their art form. be willing and
able to travel within the state. and be
interested in sharing their artform with
general audiences. Artists will be selected by panels of their peers for artistic quality and ability to communicate.
For more infonnation . call the Maine
Arts Commission at 289-2724.
Invitational Exhibitions for VI ...
ual Artl.t. Send SASE to H. Rivas.
D.S.G.. 34 Danforth St.. PorHand.
04104.
Naple. 'or the Art. Newly formed
artists' cooperative is seeking participants for the first annual show and sale
on the causeway July 15. 10 am-5 pm.
Organization is looking for Maine artists to display and sell their original
drawings, paintings and sculpture. For
more information, call Laura Imbriale
at 693-3856.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art
is offering tours of its collectJons through
Aug 17. The docent-guided tours are
Tue and Thu at 2 pm, Wed and Fri at
t 2:30 pm. Reservations are not necessary. Meet in the rotunda of the Walker
Art Building. For more information, call
725-3275.

OUT OF TOWN
Aucocl.co Nurserle• . 13 Memorial
Hwy, North Yannouth. ·Sculpture for
the Garden : an outdoor exhibit oforiginal works in marble, granite, bronze,
steel and terra-<:otta by Lise Becu .
Melita Westerland Brecher. Edwin
Gamble. S. Lindsay, Lin Lisberger.
Cabot Lyford, Roy Patterson and
Sharon Townsend through June 30 .
829-3211 .
Bate. College, Olin Arts Center. Lewiston. ' Dahlov Ipcar: The Seventies &
Eighties: "Recent Donations," works
by Matisse, Braque, Gaugin, Cezanne
and Picasso. and 'Children's Book illustrations: featuring the work of several of Maine's best artists and writers.
Both exhibits continue through Aug 26.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am·4 pm . Sun 1·5
pm. 786-6158.
Bowdoin College Mus.um
Art,
Brunswick. "Thomas Cornell Paintings :
The Birth of Nature' (through July 8) ;
"Islamic Miniatures from the Pennanent COllection.' Araband Persian Mini·
atures and paintings from Mughallndia
(June 19·Aug 19). Hours: Tue-Sat 10
amoS pm. Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275 .
The Chocolat. Church Art Gal·
I.ry. 804 Washington St., Bath. Summer juried show of paintings, sculpture. prints and drawings through June
30. Hours: Tue-Fri 10am-4 pm. Sat 124 pm. 442-8455.
Element. Gallery. 56 MaineSl, Brunswick. ·Art in the Garden .' group show
of outdoor sculpture and furnishings
through June 28 . Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-5 pm . 729-1108.
HolM Sound Gallerl_ North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. New works from
gallery artists through July 14. Hours :
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 725·4191.
Icon Cont....porary Art, 19 Mason
St.. Brunswick. Works by sculptor Tom
Chapin and weaver Morris David
Dorenfeld through July 5. Hours : MonFri t · 5 pm . Sat-Sun by chance or
appointment. Formoreinformation,can
~Mal ... Audubon, Gllsland Farm, 11 8
US Route One. Falmouth . Pine needle
baskets by Corinne Martin of Bridgton
on exhibit through June. Hours: MonSat 9 am-5 pm. Sun t 2-5 pm . 781 -

0'

2330.
Mal... Coa.t Artl.t., Russell Avenue. Rockport. Exhibit of 1 15 works by
97 Maine artists are on exhibit through
June 24 in Rockport. The exhibit will
travel to the Barn Gallery in Ogunquit
July 11-Aug 5. For more infonnation ,
call 236· 2875.
Mast Cove Gallerle.. Mast Cove
Lane and Main Street. Kennebunk·
port. 'Artist's Choice Show: featuring
the work of 85 artists though July 7.
Hours : daily 10 am-5 pm. 967-3453.
Thoma. M.morial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer. Cape Elizabeth. Abstract paintings and drawings by Lauri Twitchell
through July 6. 799-1720.
York Institute Mu.eum, 371 Main
SI. , Saco. "Objectivity : Selections for
the PermanentCollectJon' through midSep; 'Pants for Paintings'through midOct. Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri t·4 pm,
Thu 1-8 pm (also Sat 1-4 during JulyAug ). 282-3031.

OTHER
Frank Stella: The Circuit. PrInt.
Gallery talks on the exhibitwill be given
June 20 and 27 at 12:30 pm, June 21
and 28 at 5:15 pm at the Portland
Museum of Art, Congress Square.
Portland. Gallery talks are free with
museum admission. For more information, call 775-6148.
Video Artl.t. The Danforth Street Gallery. a non-profit gallery. will be having
a video art show Aug 11·31. The show
will represent a potpourri of visions of
art through video. Top three participants will receive a unique opportunity
for apprenticeship with local film producers. Deadline for SUbmitting 10minute video is July 28. Send video.
$ to entry fee for non-members, $5 for
members. and SASE to Danforth Street
Gallery. 34 Danforth St., Portland,
04101. For more information, call 7756245.
Artl.t In R •• ldenc. Program
Deadline for applications to new grants
for areas considered underserved by
the Maine Arts Commission is Sep 28.
To be eligible. artists' residencies must
take place between Jan 1 and June 30
Information. applications and guidelines are available by calling the Maine
Arts Commission, 289-2724.

Sound .I~ .I
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RECORDS
TAPES
CD'S

is NOW OPEN at
10 LONGFELLOW SQUARE
(formerly Buckdancer's Choice)

Come in through June 28 & register to win
B5211CKETS

....

~ftTfQlftl
O~JfCTS
484 Congress Street
Portland. Maine 041 01
774- 1241 • SPRING HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30

An eclectic collection ofwearables from this centu

for men & women.
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More than what' meets the eye
Choosing what art gets reviewed each week is subjective.
Sometimes it is a hot press release, or one with an enclosed
picture that captures my eye.
Other times it is that I haven't
been to a certain gallery, studio
or museum in a while and it's
time to make the rounds again.
But one thing I am not interested
in as an art critic is making or
breaking someone's career.
Michael Kimmelman, the 32·
year-old chief art critic for The
New York Times, discussed
newspaper arts coverage in his
lecture "The State of Art Criti·
cism" given June 5 at the Port·
land Museum of Art.
There are three kinds of art
criticism, said Kimmelman: aca·
demic, magazineand newspaper.
Academic criticism neglects a
general audience and favors lofty
language. Art historians tend to
look at the art rather than the
artist and are less concerned with
why something happened than
what happened.
Magazine criticism finds itself
caught between academia and
serving a wide audience. It as·
sumes familiarity with the subject and caters specifically to the
contemporary New York art
scene.
Thedutyofa newspaper, said
Kimmelman, is to discuss many
different things. It's important to
raise all the issues, and not strictly
concentrate on the formal con·
cerns of art. An audience de·
mands this.
But the state of art criticism in
newspapers today, Kimmelman
said, is not good for a number of
different reasons . Historically,
newspapers have not taken cultural criticism seriou sly. It was
presumed irrelevant and would
be found on the women' s pages,
if at all. Even today, Portland
papers are prone to that.
There are also not enough
qualified people who can or are
willing to write art criticism .
Those who are clever and terse
enough to write for newspapers
are writing the headlines, and
don' t know enough about art. Art
historians bring too much aca·
demic baggage to the job. What
remains is sports writers critiqu·
ing art, he said.
The crux of Kimmelman's ar·
gument was that newspapers are
failing because they don' t prop·
erly convey the role of the critic.
Thereisa general mistrust ofcriti·
cism. Positive criticism is viewed
as advertisement. The critic who
responds negatively is a curmudgeon.
Kimmelman iscorrect.ltis not
the role of the critic to decide
what is good and what is not, but
to generate discussion and encourage public dialogue.
Critics need to playa larger
role in society by addressing
many issues: cultural, historical,

economic, racial, environmental
and institutional. The same criteria for what makes the news
should be applied to art writing.
Kimmelman recently received
a lot of criticism for addressing
these broader issues when he
wrote on the exhibition of PostImpressionist and early 20thcentury works of Swiss collector
Emil Buhrle at the National Gal·
leryof Art in Washington. Choos·
ing not to comment on the art in
the show, but ratherthecollector
himself, Kimmelman brought to
press the fact that Buhrle had
sold arms to the Nazis and acquired someof the art work from
Nazi leader Hermann Goering.
Thecataloguethat celebrated the
life of Buhrle made no mention
of this. The work was not of
central issue for Kimmelman (as
it was not for the curators of the
National Gallery show), and he
has since been criticized as morally dubious and scholarly irresponsible. But by recognizing
and raising these issues, Kimmelman has fostered a tremendous amount of public discus·
sian.
This is what art criticism really is about. It should concen·
trate on issues such as the Na·
tional Endowment for the Arts
controversy, which focuses on
the questions of "obscenity" and
subsequent censorship; the reformed tax laws, which make it
burdensome for donors to make
donations and difficult for mu·
seum s to receive donations; and
especially on environmental is-

sues.
Casco Bay Weekly likes topro·
mote social issues, and attempts
to raise them through art from
time to time. (See CBW 1.11.90
"Art in the Street") But due to
lack of staffing and space this is
not al ways possible. Kimmelman
admitted space is not a problem
at The New York Times. This
academically trained subscriber
to many art journals does, how·
ever, enjoy discussing the work
itself some of the time. And this,
too, is important.
But Casco Bay Weekly and I
do want to encourage public
dialogue. This is the mission of
this newspaper.
Critics had more power in the
art world 30 years ago. Those
like Clement Greenberg were
superpowers who dictated the
art scene. Today much of that
power lies with the dealers. Critics must adopt an attitude be·
tween reporting and criticism
that is honest, healthy and pres·
ents an alternative, said Kimmelman. Critics interpret for the
people, but thrive on inviting
public response. What we write
is not fact, it merely offers an
opinion. But we need to hear from
the public. Write letters and let
your opinion be known. It might
just make a difference.

Lts1ie Morison

SENSE

Amne.ty Int.matlonal Monthly
meeting held June 14, 6:45 pm in Room
118, USM Law School, 246 Deering
Ave .• Portland. Reza Jalali will present
information about adopted prisoner of
conscience Hamoda AI-Rahman of the
Sudan and discuss the group's strategy for his release . For more information, call 871-7437.
Ca.co Bay G ....n. Monthly meeting
June 17,6:30 pm for newcomers. 7pm
regular meeting at the People's Building, second floor, 155 Brackett St..
Portland. Agenda includes global action meetings, turnpike widening issue, political action. Kelly Green guerrilla theater and Back Cove snow dump
clean-up. For more infonnation. call
774-4599.
North Yannouth Academy: An
Educational Community Kenneth
Severans discusses North Yarmouth
Academy in the 19th century, its edu·
cational ideals and the academy movement June 18, 7:30 pm at Merrill
Memorial Library, Main Street, Yar·
mouth. The program is offered by the
Yarmouth Historical Society and is free
and open to the public. For more information , call 846-6259.
R.llability and RI.k: Computers
and Nuclear War Computer Pro·
fessionals for Social Responsibility will
present a video on how errors in hardware and software design go undetected until revealed in actual use.
CPSRlMaine invites people to come
share their questions. concerns and
experiences June 18. 5 :30 pm at
PRVTC, Room 340, 196 Allen Ave ..
Portland. For more information , call
Kent Gordon at 797-3324.
Life AH.r Work - Planning It.
Living It. Loving It American Institute of Banking is holding a two-part
seminaron planning forretirementJune
19 and 26 at Key bank, Canal Plaza,
Portland. Seminar fee is $70 per person . For more information. call 772-

MAINE'S LEGENDARY
BLUES BAND INCLUDES:
-ROB ROY - BASS
(Port City All-Stars)

-LARRY PETERSON -

unL.... "

.Ii'

(Practical Cats)

-DAVE WAKEFIELD SAX. HARMONICA
(BIg Chief & The Continentals)

•

I

-MIKE HAYWARD - GUITAR

(Red Light Revue)
:
alast KING Bshow at Raoul's sold oul· so gellhere early and BRING YOUR DANeIN'
SHOES! I «
~
I ........................................................

...... ,

starring:
SUGAR MINOTT

LI'ITLE JOHN

7842.
Joum.y to the T.mpl.s and
Sacred Mountains of .Japan Jim
Husfelt, director of Spirit Warrior International. presents a slide lecture on the
sacred temples and mountains of Japan
to look at the country·s folk beliefs and
Buddhist philosophy June 20, 7:30 pm
at the Mountain Mystic Center. 81
Ocean St.. S. Portland. The event is
co-sponsored by the Japan America
Society of Maine. For more information, call 767-2349.
Writing for Public Radio Portland
Writers' Network presents a talk by
Andrea de Leon , news director at
MPBN , and Thomas Verde, freelancer,
on the skills needed for writing forpublic
radio. The talk is June 20. 7:30 pm at
the Portland Public Safety Building,
Middle Street. Porttand. For more information. call 871 -0466.
Creater Portland Landmarks
Annual Meeting and Awards Presentation June 21 at the Casino on Little
Diamond Island. Ferry departs Casco
Bay Ferry Terminal at 5:35 pm, refreshments and picnic supper 5 :507 :15. meeting and awards 7:i5-8:30
pm. Cost is $15 per person. RSVP to
Greater Portland Landmarks at 7745561.
continUl!d on pwlge 17

CHRIS WAYNE
,Dispensing social
commentary over
deceptively seductive
dance hall grooves ...
U ..

u

- Dan Kening,
Chicago Tribune

WAMADEUS",
f-- MUSIC . f'
uncommon records, tapes & C.D.'s
In the Old Port •

332 Fore Street. Portland
772-&il6

PERFORMANCE DATE

JUNE 20
AT

31 Forest Avenue, Portland •

77~8187

.-

COIIliU7U!d from

page 18

SENSE

Fiction Writing Eight-week fiction
writing workshop taught by Alfred
DePew and sponsored by the Maine
Writers and Publishers Alliance, beginning June 21. 6-8 pm at Books. Etc .•
38 Exchange St., Portland. For mOQl
information or to reserve a space. call
729-6333.
Japanese Language and Buslnes. Culture Four-session dass is
being offered by the Japanese language and Culture Center beginning
June 21 at the Japan America Society.
1 Bank Rd .• Portland. The courseprovides practical information and training for people planning to travel to
Japan on business. For more information. call 774-4014.

~y..{J Classi:t Wine
iJ\"1<(j7 ~

'-!JJ

Imports

OF BOSTON

.-..,..-;:;-,c;-.-::.,..,..,!'l!

HELP

- Tired of the same old

s~@*!?

>-Ne you looking for a salon with a relaxing atmosphere?

>-Would you like to try on a new hair style before the hair
hits the floor?
>-00 you want an experienced hairstylist who listens to you?
>-Did you see the movie "Altered States"? Ever wonder
what those tanks are really about?
>-Ne you stressed-out lately? Do you want to find easy,
effective ways to handle it?
>-00 you like to
for quality - not glitz & overhead?
If you answered "Yes· to any of these,
you've come to the right place!

Picture Yourself:

ffiJ

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365 Call for a free brochure
1 "2 Westbrook Common
Westbrook, ME 04092
When you're ready to be yourself, Picture Yourself

I I

Vicki & Dean Murphy

e

VISA ~

Slngl.. Widow.... Separat.d or
Divorced Peopl. over 35 are invited to attend a new support group in
Portland and surrounding areas. The
group welcomes any and all new ideas.
For more information. call Larry at 8549935. Ruth at 892-4407 or Kit at 8561174.
Infant Parenting Classes are being
offered by Portland Public Health for
Portland residents. Meet other parents.
share ideas. and discuss joys and frustrationsofparenting . Learn how to raise
happy. healthy children. For more information, call 874-8300 ext. 8784.
Dlvorc. Perspectlv•• meets Wednesdays. 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church. 202 Woodfords
St., Portland. Group for people in the
process of divorce or separation. Focus of the June 20 meeting is small
group discussion on a variely of subjects. For more information, call 774HELP.
OCD Support Croup. For more information. call 774-8919.
Wing. Support Croupe Tuesdays.
7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St. South Portland and Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day
St.. Westbrook. For more information .
call Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
Women Survlvo... Croup meets
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
Portland. Free. For more information.
call 773-8550.
Outright Portland alliance of gay. lesbian, bisexual and questioning youth
offers support and information for young
people ages 22 and under in a safe
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT, P.O.
Box 5028. Station A, Portland. 04101
or call 774-HELP.

r------------------------'
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JUNE SPECIALS
• CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
INSTALLED
for as low as $995 with cash discount.
Includes:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2 extension wands, Rug Tool, Floor/Wall Tool, Dusting

Tool, Upholstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Storage "Hang Bag".

·IN..THE..COUNTER
FOOD PROCESSOR INSTALLED
as low as $945 with cash discount.
Processor includes: Clear Bowl with handle, Lid, Tamper,
Steel Cutting & Mixing Blade, Slicer Disk, Shredder Disk,
French-Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Power Unit.

Operates 12 appliances_

Other options include: Blender, Fruit

Juicer, Mixer, Knife Sharpener, Coffee Grinder and Ice Crusher.

• 200 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $785 with cash discount.

• 100 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $490 with cash discount.

*No Interest Payment Plans Available*

Additional 10% discount with this coupon.

CYR INDUSTRIES INC.
S92.-0119 or

1-S00-2.S~-~RE

P.o. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

-------------------------~

OFF THE
CLOCK

Scarborough Ma...h Nature C....
ter is looking for volunteers to lead
nature walks and canoe tours. to work
in the Nature Store and to assist with
canoe rentals. No previous expenence
in natural history, environmental education or retail is needed to volunteer.
Training sessions provide background
In the natural and cultural history of the
area and an introduction to environmental education skills used in the
programs. Three session are scheduled for June 19 and 21. 9:30 am-12:30
pmandJune21. 6-a:30pm . To register
contact Maine Audubon at 781-2330 or
Scarborough Marsh at 883-5100 .
Parente Anonymo... Volunteers are
needed to be sponsors for meetings in
various communities around the state.
Sponsors serve as positive role models for parents and provide patient and
caring support. Volunteers must know
how to work with small groups, understand childdevelopmentand have good
communications skills. 10-hour training is available along with workshops
on specific issues. ParentsAnonymous
is looking for an initial commitment of
one year for approximately five hours
per week. For more information, call
874-1015.

Maine Audubon Socl.ty is looking
for a volunteertoworkasa plant tender
attheirmain headquarters in Falmouth.
Responsibilities include visiting one or
two times a week to water. repot and
clean plants. Experience with indoor
plants is necessary along with some
pest management. MAS does not allow for use of non-organic pesticides,
so some pest tolerance will be required.
Job can be done solo or in conjunction
with others. Tenders may bring their
own plants to this sunny area . For more
information. call the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
PROP is looking for a volunteer to work
as a community organizer with some
knowledge of high risk families and the
needs and difficulties of service delivery. This position requires a person
able to accept responsibility for developing programs. conducting surveys,
planning meetings and compiling statistical information. Past experience in
group work and adolescent services
would be helpful. For more information. call the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Convnunlty Employm.nt Project
is looking for experienced carpenters
to assist in renovation of a low-income
day care facility. East End Children's
Workshop. Volunteer once or once a
week, working with youths ages 16 to
20 in a vocational training program . For
more information. call Neil or Wes at
879-8710.
Amara.lan Boy.' Club The Refugee
Resettlement Program is looking for a
man to facilitate a Vietnamese Amerasian Boys' Group. There are five to
eight boys. ranging in age from 17-25
Weekly meetings Indude an activily .
project or field trip which volunleer helps
plan with support from the staff. Energy. enthusiasm and experience with
adolescents are key ingredients for
this dynamic volunteer opportunity. For
more information. call Rana O'Connor
at 871-7437.
Hom."tay in America Program is
looking for host families to house 23
young adults from northern Italy July
28-Aug 25. Host families receive a
$200 stipend and will be invited to participate in all activities. For more information. call Nicole Fell at 874-0376.

FOR
KIDS

H _ L.am How to Swim Portland YMCA is offering swimming lessons for groups of six or more children
in home pools. The first session is June
25-July 19. The second is July 23-Aug
16. Classes are Man and Wed or Tue
and Thu. Rates begin at $40 per child.
For more information. call 874-1111 .
Bug Picture. Workshop for kids ages
3-5 June 14, 19-21 . 26-29 at 10:30 am
and 1 pm at The Children's Resource
Center. Thompson's Point. Sewall St..
Portland. Cost is $1 per child. To register. call 773-3045.
The Lion, Th. Witch and The
Wardrobe Actors Theater of Maine
present C.S. Lewis' tale of a frozen
land held captive by the wicked Wh ite
Witch June 16 at lOam at the Ogunquit
Square Theater. For more information .
call 646-5151.
Chlldr.n'. Mu•• um of Main.
Wolt("hop. "Celebrate The Sun"
June 19. 11 am-12 pm, preschool;
"Summer Star Finders' June 26. 3:154:15 pm. school age. All workshops
are free with museum admission. The
Children' Museum is located at 746
Stevens Ave., Portland. For more information . call 797-KITE
PAL Time Games. movies and fun for
kids ages 5-8 Tuesdays. 11 am- 12
noon at the South Portland Public Ubrary. 482 Broadway, S. Portland. Program starts June 26. Pre-registration
required. For more information. call
799-2204.
Klnge Puppet..... Periormance with
handcrafted marionettes June 20. 6:30
pm at The Center for The Arts. 804
Washington St.. Bath. Free and open
to the public. For more information. call
442-8455.
TI. Dye Wo..... hop for kids ages 6
and up June 20 at 1:30 and 3:30 pm at
The Chlldren's Resource Center,
Thompson's Point, Sewall St. . Portland. Cost is $3 per child. To register.
call 773-3045.

R.tum of the Clant. All-new dinosaur show feature ten moving Dinamation creations set in their natural habitat through Sep 3. Presented by the
Children'S Museum of Maine. the exhibit can be seen at the former Lee
Dodge sales location. 191 Riverside
St.. just off Exit 8. Portland. Hours are
Sun-Thu 10 am-5 pm . Fri until 8 pm.
Admission is $3.50 per person; children under 2 are admitted free. Admission is $2.50 for members of The Children's Museum. For more information.
call 797-KITE.
Eco-Theat.r Young People's Theater
combines a study of environmental
issues and improvisational theater June
25-Aug 3, 9:30 am- 3 pm in Brunswick.
The workshop is for students entering
grades 8-10. Young People's Theater
also offers a three-week class "Story
Theater" for kids ages 6-9 and a twoweek class 'Junior Production Class·
for ages 9-12. For more information.
call 725-9379 or 729-8584.
Fllcke For Kid" every Saturday, 10:30
am at the Portland Public Ubrary. Five
Monument Square. Portland. Free and
open to the public. For more information. 871 - 1700.

WELL
NESS

L.g Alert Health Screening Osteopathic Hospital of Maine andthe Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging are
offering a free screening for peripheral
artery disease and medication check
June 14. 10 am-3 pm at the South
Portland Library, 482 Broadway No
appointment is needed. For more information , call 879-8035.
Adult H.alth Screening" Community Health Screenings is offering
screenings for diabetes. anemia. colorectal cancer, high blood pressure
and cholesterol level. Dates. times and
places are as follows : June 14, 10 am12 pm. Salvation Army. Cumberland
Ave .• Portland; June 20. 9:30-11 :30
am. Community Building. Windham ,
June 25. 1-3 pm . town hall. Scarborough; June 27, 9:30-11 :30 am ; St.
Anne's Church. Gorham . For more information . call 775-7231 ext. 551
W.II Baby Clinic. Community Health
Services offers clinics with dates. times
and locations as follows : June 15. 9
am- 12 pm. First Congregational
Church. Scarborough/Cape Elizabeth ;
June 27. 9 am-2 pm. Westbrook Warren
Congregational
Church .
Westbrook. For more information . call
775-7231 .
The Yoga Center is offering a free introductory yoga class June 18. 5:30-7
pm Building 1A. Sewall St. Thompson's
Point. Portland. Summer session
classes begin July 2. For more information, call 799-4449.
Herbal Child Care Workshopon herbs
for common childhood problems given
by Gabi Jacob June 19. 6-8 pm at
Crystal Spnng Farms, Hollis Rd .• Biddeford. Cost is $15. For more information. call 499-7040.
Meditation R.treat Friends of the
Western Buddhist Order are offering a
week-long meditation relreat July 9-16
at Argaloka. Newmarket. N.H . Relreat
is intended for people with no experience with mediation or Buddhism. but
for others the retreat offers an opportunity to meditate with others. For more
information . call 603.£59-5456.

SPORT

Soccer Play.... are needed for an
over-30 (in mind or body) soccer team
to play a challenge series during the
summer with teams from the Bath/
Brunswick area Games are played on
Sunday aftemoons. For more information. call Kevin Mead at 767-1385.
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicycling , hiking . camping. canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casco
Bay Bicycle Club and the M8Ine Outdoor Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.
USM LIf.lln. SK Rac. USM Lifeline
is organizing a 5K race June 16 on
Baxter Blvd .• Portland. For more information. call Patty Medina at Lifeline ,
780-4642.

Maine Outdoor Adv.nture Club
Upcoming trips and workshops: June
16. Trail Maintenance Workshop (8294124); June 16, Beginner Rock Climbing Instruction in Evans Notch area
$35 (limited space. 829-4124); June
17. Trail Assessment Hike. Black Angel
Trail in Evans Notch (829-4124); June
21, Wilderness Medicine Instruction
(767-6357); June 24, Airplane Rides
over Casco Bay ($30. 829-3234); June
24. Hike MI. Madison and Mt. Adams,
Intermediate Hike (848-3036); July 1.
Hike Knismans in Franconia Notch
(846-3036); July 7. Hike Mt. Chocorua
(797-8214); July 20-22. Wilderness
Canoe/Camping Trip on Umbagog
Lake (846-3036).
Blk. Rout •• In Maine Mike Peny of
L.L. Bean presents a slide show of little
known bicycle routes in Maine at the
monthly meeting of the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club June 19. 7 pm at the
Portland Public Safety Building. Middle
St., Portland. Public is welcome. For
more information. call 77 4-1118 or 8294402.
Appalachian Mountain Club Outdoor trips and workshops are as follows: Spring in the Mountains June 1617 and June 23-24; Backcountry Birdwatching - Naturalist Adventure June
21 -24. Workshops are based at the
AMC's Pinkham Notch Camp in New
Hampshire. For reservations and more
information. call 603466-2721 .
G.t Your Paddl. W.t Bring your
kayak for evening paddles Thursday
evenings at 6 pm through Labor Day at
East End Beach in Portland. For more
information. call Jeff Wescott at 772-

5357.
Pizza Ride 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at
Pat's Pizza. Route One. near Oak Hill
in Scarborough . For more information.
call 799-1085.

ETC
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Sports quote
of the week
... OuringlastFriday'smini
Press Tournament WGAN's
Operation Manager, sinister
southpaw Gary Bowden, lamented of Falmouth' simpressive Woodland's course:
"Good luck to the young guys
who will come here in July for
the Ben Hogan New England
Just-Stay-Out-Of-The-Forest
Classic. All [ can say is, thank
God I've got my day job." For
once, broadcaster Jim Crocker
could not be found for comment. He was last seen lookingfor his Top Fliteon the 700yard par five, back nine, heading toward Canada.
... It's nice to see that men
today are involved with the
birth process and delivery of
their children. Lamaze has
created a six sense for males, a
trulybeautiful understanding.
ease in point: Micky Sasser,
New York Mets catcher, on
how he knew his wife was in
labor: "[ called the doctor and
told him the contraptions were
an hour apart."
Mik£Quinn

Book Sal. Friends of the Curtis Memorial Ubrary is holding a sale of adult
books, some chilcren's books and
records June 14. 10am-7pm;June 15.
10 am.£ pm; June 16. 9 am-12 pm at
Morrell Gymnasium. Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Books are cheap. For more
information . call 725-3151.

Creek H.ritage Fe"tival Greek
Orthodox Church is holding their annual festival June 15-17 at 133 Pleasant St.. Portland. Continuous buffet of
Greek food, dancing to tunes spun by
DJ Nikos Horgas Fri-Sat &-10 pm.
AdmiSSion is free. Festival hours are
June 15-16 11 am-to pm. June 17 126pm.

Spring Bird Walke Maine Audubon
Society offers free Saturd,\y moming
bird walks during May and June. Walks
are being given in various locations in
the Greater Portland area and begin at
7 am . The walks are scheduled as follows: June 16. Mackwortn Island led by
Linda Woodard and Richard Duddy;
June 23. Scarborough Marsh led by
Kathy Disney and Mary Jane Northrop;
June 30, TBA. For more information,
call the Maine Audubon Society at 7812330.
Llght.hlp Nantuck.t Floating museum is berthed at Maine Pier in Portland. Mliseum hours are Sundays 124 pm and Saturdays, beginning June
16. 12-4 pm . Guides describe the lightship and its history. Admission is $3 for
adults. $1.50 for children. For more information. call 775-1181.
Women'" Dance DJ and refreshments. chern-free June 16. 8 pm-12
midnight at the State Street Church,
159 State St. . Portland. Admission is
$6 at the door. Dance sponsored by the
Women's Music Co-Op. P.O. Box 17.
West Buxton. Me, 04093.
Wolf. Neck Wood" Stat. Palt(
offers nature programs for the general
public on Sundays throughout the
spring . "The Shore Tour: a tour of the
park's varied shores , including
saltmarsh. rocky shore and pocket
beach will be given June 17. 2 pm at the
park in Freeport. Programs start at the
benches in the second parking lot. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 865-4465.
We.t African Drum Workehop
Gambian Master Drummer Karamo
Sabally and composer John McDowell
of the jazz group Mamma Tongue
present workshops on West African
drum techniques. rhythms and culture
at Casco Bay Movers School of Jazz
Dance. 341 Cumberland Ave .• Portland. Beginners' class June 23. 1-5
pm; Intermediate class June 24. 1-5
pm. Cost is $40. Reservations are
needed by June 18. For more information. call 586-5151.
D....-S.a FI.hlng Trip Mr. Fish is
leading the trip with the Gulf of Maine
Aquarium aboard Indian II on June 18,
5:30 pm-dusk. Mr. Fish will take participants to his favorite fishing spots and
supply the gear. Children must be at
least seven years old and accompanied by an adult. Cost is $15 adulll$10
child for members. $20 adulll$12 child
for non-members _ For more information. call 772-2321.
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BRIlAKFAST vs.
'V
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& Sunday 5am-lpm

Monday-Friday 5am -2pm • Saturday

lWILIGHT LEAGUE
Thursday, Friday

& Saturday Nights Ilpm-5am

5 DANA STREET • THE OLD PORT • 761-9567
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THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1990

THIRSTY THURSDAY
• 93<:
• • TIlE
WAITERS. • •
COORS liGHT 7-9pm
Doors open at 7
FRIDAY JUNE 15

SATURDAY JUNE 16

HAPPY HOUR
4-7pm

DANCING

New$3Cov8r
be~insat 7

_WIO"IIIII't_
HEADLINER
COMEDY

Headllnsr- MIKE MOTO

AlsD Appearing - AL DUCHARME
Doors open at 7·Showtime 8:30
Service induslry receives
hall price admission

by Lynda Barry

TO THE

50'S & 60'S
Doors open at 7
WEDNESDAY JUNE 20

Wild n' Wacky
WEDNESDAY with WBLM!

• RAG DOLL.

Aerosmith Tribute Band
win tickets tD
Aerosmith at Ssa Pac

UPCOMING EVENTS

"HI" SHE SAID. "1\1" ISAID. BIG DEAL IF
HER BROTHER, nllNKS I'M AN UPTIGHT
PRUDE FOR LEA\llNG IN THE MIDDLI: OF

I WAS ALONE IN C
ROOM A LON
BEFORE SHE CAME UPSTAIRS.
iH E' SK'; HAD TURNE 0 WHITE AN 0 SO
MAN';! SIROS HAO SHO'\' lHEl1t NOlES ouT
THEN SToPI'ED AN D THE SOIJN 0 of THE
TIME

WO!l.L.\) WAS BLANK_ THE DooR.OI'ENED.

111M I\<'Y1NG THINGS. ANYWA'1 HE:S TOO OL.O.
FP-oM NOW ON ,IF (IN 0';\ WANTS To SPEND
mE NIGHT LHS Do IT AT MY HOUSE'.
I-\E WHISPE~t'D ··~O\..( SI1LH"TO M~. StREW
!:iIM . I GU(S5 (IN DY HAD A BE1IER DME
WITH HIS fRIEND A6NER. CONSIDER.ING
t\0\.N LONG SHE

S",€ HAO iWO (IGARETlE'S_--WANT ONE ?" I
SAID NO. Sl'\E LL1MBE1) oN THE BtD TO
SMOKE IT l3~nW WINDOW BLOWING l-\EI<
DR.AGS OUT W IT'H HEA. MOUTH PRESSED
A6AINSr T\1E S(R.E~N. "AC,NeIt5 DRoPpING our." SHE SAID- "I-\E"S ~ONNA
.JOIN TIlE ARM'O." \ N lHE WAL.L.S I HEAR
""AT£~ $TA\tl 6olN6111ROUGK -mE PI
AND nlE SOUND Of PANS DO\.NNSiAI~S.
-' HE \"IAN

ME 10

•

wAS

GoNE'.

HER THUMS HoOKED up A SIt..
AROuND HER NE(K- "HE GAVE ITTO M.f"
AGNER'S S"'INT CtlR\SI0?l-IE~.SHE SWVNG
IT AND SMILED. 8eroRE THAT, C\ND~
AL.WA':lS $EEMtO M'1 SNf\E AGe;. NOW

I SAW HoW MAN'1 SPACES SHE' HAD

SKIPPED. \ GUIiSS WHEN ~IA AI.It€AD~
LooK 11, You CAN. I GUESS THERES NO
RULE

SA'.:lING 1"1 EVER. HAS

TO

COUNT.

~.------i
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Thurs. Juna 21-lIVER POOL (Baatias Band)
Mon_ Jun. 2!h10HN MAYALL & THE BLUESBREAKERS
Wad. Juna 27- THE FOOLS
Thurs. June 28 - SAVAGE BROntERS

ME-

20

Casw Bay W..kly ,

index

All Aboard for a
Charter, Cruise, or Day Trip
on Maine's Finest Fleet

something
for

Everyone
on

auctions

auditions
billboard
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catenng
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

CoscoBov
""EEKLY

*6

••

<§!.mMVI1tJ
Trips Daily

* $5 ofTvalidany Adult fare
whit.

One

For more information
about putting your ad here
call Maureen Magee at

DON'T
MISS
OUT!

CoscoBov
VVEEKLY
775-6601

m

List your health-related
business or service in
the Well ness Directory
For only $20, you can put your business
or service in front of 40,000 readers.
Mail the form below, or call Melissa
Johnson at Casco Bay Weekly, 775-6601.
Mastercard & VISA accepted.

well ness directory

Actual Size
".

counseling/therapy

Congress Street
Counseling

ride board
roommates

stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

classes/workshops

Deadline

M&i.ae Driven Ucea.e

tNJOY AN tXCURS ON
Orr THt COAST Or MA NE

Ok, so what IS the Good Egg Pizzeria?

A Friendly Place in an Unfriendly World
serving Alberta's Famous Sourdough.
Crust Pizza with some Extraordinary and
Wonderful toppings and combinations ....•.
FRESH TOMATOES • HERBS • SOY CHEESE • BROCCOLI •
PROSCIUTTO • SMOKED HAM & PEPPERONI • EGGPLANT •
THE GREEK spinach, fresh tomatoes, greek olives, feta, oltve
oil • THE ITALIAN artichoke hearts, pistachio-basil pesto, fresh
tomatoes, provolone, herbs· THAI-STYLE hot thai curry sauce,
fresh vegetables, soy cheese, herbs· FRENCH STYLE sweet

caramelized onion, fresh tomatoes and hazelnuts, olive otl
dressing. THREE CHEESE blue, cheddar, provolone with fresh
tomatoes ... The options are limitless_ Just ask.

STRESSED oun TRY
ntERAPUTIC MASSAGE

777·7777

222·2222. Yarmouth

John Doe

Deep Muscle Massage

Remember, the deadline for this special ad
section is Friday, June 29, 5:00 p.m.

Aromatherapy

DEE DEE LOOK
CATERING
Nouvelle French and American Cuisine
P,O. Box 1864 Portland. ME 04104

Complete and. mail with your ad to:
Wellness Directory
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

207-797-5054

Hidden Image
Masks
by

Ann Levine
119 Haven Road

J

Windham, Maine 04062

Name: _____________________________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Zip:, _ _ _ _ __
Da~imePhone:,--------------

Payment Check,_ _ MC,_ _ VISA,_ __
Card No.:
Exp. Date._ _ __
Preferred Heading,______________

With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals,You can also
listen to them and leave a message of your own!

DWF, 31, personal ad addict, seeks
male counterpart. Lers burn CBW's
under the moonlight, dance 'til after
the classified deadline, make pinatas
with you·know-what.
Serious replies only.
CBW Box 945

Talking Personals are a qUick and easy way

[0

find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
who'S out there.
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in

Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can

DR. HAUSCHKA

Therapeutic Homeopathic
Cosmetics
761-0140
CaY for appointment

BREATHLESS WILDHEART
24, seeks Worldly Wise Tracy type
male 30-34, who is a Qreat
detective, possesses am~tion,
determination, Intelligence,
aggressiveness, flexibility, honesty,
maturity, a thirst lor culture, and
enjoys a woman who is competitive,
caring creative, blind to
stereotype, and is reckless in
behavior on occasion. WOOse side am
Ion? Well, mine, of coursel Reply
With descnptlve letter, photo and
phone. CBW Box 935 TPL 22194
SWM 32, seeks SF (non party
a"",aI). CommunicallOn and honesty
a must. Send name and phone
number. CBW Box 937
WMM CHIEF EXECUTIVE ,
seeks long-term affectionate and
caring relationship with bright
older woman. prelerably an artsl
Portland area preferred. P.O. Box
10082, Portland, ME O4t01·9604.
WE WANT
YOU! Now
recruillng ... small gay men's group
looking to expand· current
members are thirtysomething With
vaned interests based in Greater
Portland area. CBW Box 940
SWM 39, 5'11" 195 LBS . non·
smoker, enjoys physical fitness,
biking, camping, motorcycles,
picnics, reading, dancing and the
line arts. I'm fnendly, canng, easy·
going and capable of love and
commitment. Uke to meet creative,
anractive, single lemale, 21-36,
with Similar mterests for summer
friendship and possibly more.
CBW Box 940
WF 24 SEEKS TO expand her
circle of. friends. Progressive
thinkers, City dwellers, dIVerse and
Interesting breeds strongly
encouraged to reply. Age, race,
preference unimportant Deadbeat
club unitel Wnte a descriptive
letter and include phone. caw Box
943 TPL 22t97
MASSEUR LOOKING to establish
female clientele. Muscular, good
loo~ng, medium height. with great
hands. II you want to get nd of
tension, or someone to talk to, drop
me a line describing yourself and
Innermost thoughts and fantasies.
Discretion assured. Indude phone
and photo If you wish, Will answer
all replies sent to PO Box t747
Saco, ME 04072 TPL 22198.
BiWM 24, MASCULINE ,
discreet. Straight In appearance
and acting. Looking to meet other
good looking B,/GWM 1&-30 year
old JOCks. Write with phone number
If poSSible. Pen pals also welcome.
CBW Box 942 TPL 22200
WATER SPRITE, SJF, 5'8·, arts
professional, wants to play,
perhaps be senous With a man of
elegance, grace, intelligence, gende
humor and WithOut addICtions, 36·
50 Portland area only. Write P.O.
Box 4874, Portland, ME O4tt2
DWM 44 LOOKING for women
into B & 0, S & Maggressive/dominant types or
submlsslves- I swmg either way.
CBW Box 944
DWF, 31, personal ad addict,
seeks male counterpart. Let's burn
CBWs under the moonlight, dance
'til after the claSSified deadline,
make pinatas with you-know-what.
Senous replies only CBW Box 945

MUSIC-BOUND WORDSMITH,
DM-3S, playful, eclectic,
phuducated, edjectival, nonsmoking,
tall, bearded, quality·conscious,
open, artful but not dodgy, not
worshipful of money or superticies,
seeks S-OF, 28-38, of similar
outlooks for adventures in the
making. Active participanls only. A
good letter would make a nice
introduction. (I don't like talking on
the phone. ) Photo, physical details
optional. CBW Box 946
ATTRACTIVE, ATHLETIC,
SWF. High spirited and caring.
Looking for SWM. Must be a
profesSional, athletic, wO!ldly man.
Age IS not a factor, but you must
be young at heart and in spirit.
caw Box 947 TPL 22201
TALL, DARK AND ZANY, thiS
SJM, 23, teacher, IS a hot tub
enthusiast. If you like to listen, I like
to talk. Take me- hiking, rafting,
kayaklng. Just bought a mountain
bike- show me how to ride? No
tattoos, PO. Box 5586 Augusta
ME 04332
SWM, 24, SUCCESSFUL,
attracllve, athletic, intelligent, too
shy for singles scene. Seeking
athletic, attractive, SWF who
enjoys the outdoors, bicycling,
dancing and romantic evenings,
CBW Box 948 TPL 22202
IMPORTED WOMAN see~ng
male counterpart for city cruising
and country touring. 30 year old,
well-travelled compact, not flashy
but no clunker. Secure. natural.
adventurous and versatile. C'mon·
don't be nervous, it's only a test
dnve. CBW Box 949
WANTED: SIDM over 40 with
out9<>ng personality to take me
sailing. I'm 43, attractive, easy·
going and can help handle the ines.
Prefer cocktail cruises to racing .
Write CBW Box 950
ATTRACTIVE , FRIENDLY,
married whit male, under 30, a fine
body, uninhibited, seeks daring
female with same characteristiCS
lor very discreet but totally
edventurous interludes. t1)' phone or
WI person. Open to your ideas. P.O.
Box 15154, Portland, ME 04101
SM 33 ENJOYS both indoor and
outdoor actiVities, seeking health·
conscious, active outdoor SF who
enJOYs biking, canoeing, and trying
new things. If you'd like to get out
and ~ay, send a note my way CBW
Box 95 t TPL 22203
WANT TO REACH 40,000 of
Greater Portland's most
Interesting readers? AdvertISe
your business or service in Casco
Bay Weekly's growing Classifieds
section.

"The Dating Service That Cares"
You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
CaJl for a free
consultation.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500

..t

Auburn

Always imitated bUl never equaled.

leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals io this issue,
just follow these simple instructions,
1. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from a.ny touchtone phone.

massage

Jane Doe, M.A.
Personal, Professional

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

H)'OU have placed an ad ., the Casco Bay weeI<Jy
personals, yo.x ad is aJl::maIic<jy enBred ., the
PERSONAL OF THE WEEKoontesl We ..... 1ookilg
U ads thai are aeaIive, witty and fun.
Wnners wil receive thei-Iid<ets ., the maio

June 29, 1990

from a sensitive,experienced,
caring therapist

Compatibles

TALKING
PERSONAL

Wharf. Portland. 207-774-3578

Patricia Palermo, R.N_

1

recreation

MWM<W~

...--<="'-Instead of Halftime have a Full Time on the

nutrition

notices
person to person

deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775·6601
person 0 person
dating services

If you've got it,
advertise it

,I

musical instruments

biZ services

Day.

•

learning
legal services
lost & found

antiques

Father's

.~

home services

animals

Each call costs 95< per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial access cooe 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the "TPL· number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond [0.
4. Listen to the recorded message-. and leave
your response if you wish.
All calls are screened. Obscene messages wiU be deleted.
ePenon-lo-Person advertisers may choose not to
leave an outgoing message.

EARLY DEADLINE
the deadline for all classified
advertising for the July 5th

+The+
Venus Project
Astrological Match-Making
For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relationship

The reasonable aile-time fee maintains
your membership until you have the
relationship you want

Call Today for a Free Brochure
800-446-2979
8 Pheasant Lane • Lexington, MA 02173

WHY IS NIT

YOUR

AD
HBRB?
775-6601

CascoBav
~EKLY

call todayl

Gay Matching!
iruuJJ)Jl~.:l\r 800-633·6969

will be 5pm, Friday, June 29th
Enjoy your FOURTII OF JULy!!!
YOUR JUNK

COULD BE
SOMEONE ELSE'S

TREASURE
advertise it
in the

~~
C1assifieds

ca/1775-660J for
more information

DO YOU
• GIVE MASSAGES
• REPAIR CARS
• DEAL ANTIQUES

• SHRINK HEADS
Choose casco Bay Weekly

as a vehicle for delivering
the message ahout your
business to the Ponland
area's most active readers .
OUf

readers want quality

service and professionals
they can trust. Help them
fInd you in the

CBW Classlfieds

D1r~:e!!!:s~!!2~E
24 Hour Service

'9 1..900.. 226..2003
d 1..900 .. 988 ..3135
d 1..900 .. 988 ..3139
9 1..900.. 226 ..2007
CJ 1..900 .. 988 ..3136
~ 1..900 .. 226 ..2004
'tl;l 1..900.. 226 .. 2006
a 1..900 .. 988 ..3137
Q 1..900.. 226..2005
d ' 1..900 .. 988 ..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388..8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)

... .

--.

22

Casco Bay Weekly

body & soul

_-l

biz services

MAYBE SOMEDAY Bookstore.
Beautiful peace poslers from the
SoV"lt Union, Chinese lemple bells,
Siockmare walercolors and
beeswax crayons and Ihoughtful,
uplitting books. 195 Congress St.
BelWeen Levlnsky's and Whole
Grocer 773·3275 Mon·Sat 10·6.
COUNSELING FOR EATING ant
body Image Issues. Individual and
group therapy available. Call Lisa
Bussey. MA CEDT 775-7927
WOMEN: Does being in love mean
being In pain? Learn how to change
dysfunctional relationship
patlerns. Therapy group now
lorming based on "Women Who
Love Too Much." For more
Informalion call 871·9256
REIKI HEALING Lei Ihis
Japanese energy balancing
technique relieve your stress and
pain, leaVing you mentally clear,
renewed. revitalized and feeling
GREAT I Call Kristen EriCa, 2nd
degree Prac! tloner at 773·1346
RENEWING THE Inner life Of
Splrllual Leaders . Mid·week
relreal .. on Lake Winnipesaukee.
June 26 through June 28. Call
Geneva Pain I Conference Center.
(603) 253·4366. or Dwinell & Hall
al (207) 799·1024.
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women: Exchange fallgue and
- though I addictions for energy and
self·esteem, through use 01
relaxation, medltallon, and psychic
direct on I Weekly meetings, 6:30·
830 pm $10 per session. Call
Carole Curran 871·0032
METAPHYSICAL READINGS
from a spirilual perspeclive offer
inslghl and praclical application
regarding your currenl energy
leld. IIle lessons, personal symbols,
and cha~lenges. Call Regina aI729·
0241
LESBIAN SUPPORT group now
starling Are you Lesbian. over 40,
posllive In outlook. liVing In the
Portland/Brunswick area and
looking for a support group? Let
us hear from you. All replies
answered CBW Box 204.

YOUR LIFE. Over 17 pages of
your astrological profile J>us advice
on one question from Julien uSing
meditation or New Age Philosophy.
Send name and address and date,
time. and place of ~rth wllh $18 to
New Age AdVisor PO Box 10418
Portland ME 04104
OVER 50? 60? OLDER?
SatISfied with your life? It can be
betlerl Willing 10 work to make it
better? Day and evening hours
available 10 work With Barbara
Loewenberg·lrlandy, a Certified
Reality TherapISt. For appointment
or more Information, call 774·
8149.
"SEXUALITY,
CHEMICAL
dependence. and Wholistic
Treatmenr on June 11.25, July 9,
23 al 7pm. There Will be a 90
mlnule presenlalion on the effecls
of '2lcohol and drug addiction on
human sexuality. A wholistic
ap'proach to Ireat lng Ihese
difficulties Will a so be presented.
There Will be limiled seating, and
thiS service is free to the public, so
please call Jim Douglas or Dudley
DaVIS at 761·0058 per
reservations or more information.
ThiS lecture Will be held al 496
Congress St. Portland

BODY MASSAGE Enrich your Itfe
through the benefits of massage.
NOUrish yourself by improving
Cl(culatlon, deloxlficatlOn,
increaSing body awareness and
relaXing your body/mind. Call
Pamela Richards MsT. at 883·
0315
WOMEN DRAWN TO Wellness.
Awareness! Transformatlonl
Becoming Whole I Explore Ihe
mind's potential to heal, to be
whole. Release the energy of
emotions in a safe. transformation
way . Learn to use personal
mandalas as guides to wholeness.
(Group size limited) 6 weekly
sessions begin JUNE 28. 9am·
11 am . Vera Berv, M.A. Call
781·9903

Barbara Fudala RN
Therapeutic Massage
Swedlsb' Polarlly
Deep 7'1ssue Massage
1 MltcheU Rd
So. Portland

799-3346

496 Congress St
Portland, ME 04101

~

wbolistic cblropractic, naturopatby

~

475 Stevens Ave Portland ME 04103
772-5131

~
~
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A

---------------------------,

~
~
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acidlctions • death~dyirlg • bealing • SplntuaJ
s,1ccess- personal and business

!

l
~

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP \

RECEIVABLE
PROBLEMS?
Coastal Collections
30%
no set-up charge

cou;;:~;i~;!;~t:;~~~~biC

!

.

and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occassions, too!

1-800-827-8010

FREE FREE FREE
Junk car and truck removal
Any condition
car carrier available

CALL 774-0268

We furnish:
Lamps

Reflectors/Oifffusers

lie

BALLROOM DANCfNG Classes
for beginners. 11'5 romantlcl 11'5
funl Wednesday evenings. Call
Wayne at 775· 1892.
DRAWING: Learning 10 See. Mon
evening classes, beginning June
18th 9 wks. $225 IUltlon.
Brochure: K. Boldt, 19 Birch
Knowlls, Cape Elizabeth, ME
04107 Call 799·5728
MEN'S JOURNAL WORKSHOP
wllh Alfred DePew. For beginners
and those who wanllo deepen and
expand Ihelr journals by explonng
men's issues. Every olher Monday,
7·9 pm. June 11·Augusl 20, SIX
sessions. $100. To regisler. call
775·3708. Leave message.
FICTION WRITING summer
workshop With Dianne Benedict.
Cantral Portand location. Every
other Sunday afternoon. June 17·
Sept 2 $95. 729·3723

&••

6

CONTRACTORS • HOMEOWNERS
Contact:

"CONSERVATION LIGHTING"
(207) 878-5534
Suite 1198 - 89 Auburn Street
Portland, Maine 04103

GUITAR s DRUM WORKSHOP
instructor at

if you want to improve your chops and
build up your technique
633 Forest Ave
in all phases of percussions ...
Portland' 773·3444
check us out

Colby College
& Waynflete

761-4569

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601
___________________________________________________________________

NYC WOMAN WRITER, former
Maine resident, will care for your
house/apVplanls/pets in exchange
for quiet place 10 live and write
mid·July Ihrough August (1·2
week stays are fine) In downlown
Portland area. Portland references
available.. Also possl!:je: exchange
of apts during August If you need
10 be in NYC. (212) 533·0757.

IS NEW AGE spirilism enslaVing
you and you're nol sure whallo do?
Comments wlecomed. P.O Box
10405, Ponland ME 04104

childcare

FOR CHILDREN'S
Express
Preschool Cenler has fu lI·time and
pan·tlme openings lor your 3·5 yr
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS old. Please call Betsy at 797·8637
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a for more Info.
commercial jel for no more lhan
$160 With AIRHITCH® 212·864·
2000

RATES & FINE PRINT
All charges are per week.
IndMdual

8uslness

Up to 30 words
$ 7.00
9.00
31"45 words
11,00
46"60 words
Each additional word .15

$ 9.00
11.00
13.00
.20

DEADLINES
Monday noon for TlMJrsday's newspaper.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _--,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Calegory __________________
Address

Total Number of Weeks _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone (days) _____________ (eves) ___________

Basic Rate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+ Extra Words at __CEach _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CBW Box $5.00/Wk __________________

Complete payment must accompany all advertising.
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charge for all
returned checks.
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Classified Dept
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
Monday"Friday 9 to 5
or call 775·6601

Talking Personal Line ____- -.:. N.:. :o:. . . .:. C.:. :.ha.: .r~g:. .: .e_____
Check One y..O 1100
COST PER WEEK _________________
Multiply cost by number
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL DUE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Check or Money Order enclosed
Card'

o VISA
Exp. date

0 Mastertard

POLICY
CBW will nol prinl ads that seek to buy or sell sexual semces
lor money or goods, or ads wilh purely selUal conlent. CBW will
nol print lull names, slreel addresses, or phone numbef$ in lhe
PERSON TO PERSON section. PERSON TO PERSON achertisers
lIIusl either provide a Posl otfice BOllllmber in lheir Id or use Ihe
CBW Box Semce. All informalion concerning PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept slriclly conlidenlial . CBW reseMlS Ihe rig hI 10
catagorize, reluse or edit ads due 10 inappropriate conlent, etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?
Awont is considered a wont when il has a space on bolh sides.
A phone IIImber is one wont. Punchlalion is tree.

ERRORS
CBW shall nol be liable lor any typographicil errors, omissions,
or changes in Ihe Id which do no allecllhe vakie or conlent 01
Ihe Id or substantially chaftge lhe meaning.

REFUNDS

WEST END: LUXUriOUS hisloric
duplex. Large, bnght, 2BR, 2 full
baths, study. fireplace, wid, greal
slorage, private yard, one car
parking, many amenities,no
pels/smokers.,
$900/month
(718) 786·0585. or 773·8842
SOUTH PORTLAND : Sunny,
spacious 2BR apt. Wall·to·wall
carpeting, belcony, laundry, quiel
neighborhood, convenlenllocation.
$55O/month plus utils. Sorry, no
pets. 799·9265.
39 DEERING ST sunny, quiet,
Victorian, fireplaces. many Original
features. Heat, waler, eein laundry
included. 2 1BR apls at $525 and
$625: security and references
633·2357
USM AREA-NOYES St. lBA.
Spacious, lots of slorage, quiet
neighborhood.
Parking.
$575/healed. 774·8367.

OlD PORT ARMS
56 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine
Quainl. spacious. one-bedroom
apartments available in a
variety of styles, including
lott w~h ocean View. two-level
with lireplace. Our uniquely
are located in Ihe heart
of lhe Old Port. RenlS range
from $450 to $525/month
plus util~ies. For an appoinlment
call Spectrum Ire. weekday
mornings at 79H)223

I

for sale

RATES
M~ge:

.rumi 'PI$.i;1!j:j·1:jl;j:lt·j;

ROOMMATE WANTED to help
Spectrum. Inc.
find and share 2BR rental $600800 range slarting August I'm
considerale, neat reserved yet
progressive. If you are 30·45 I
years old with similar qualities, I :
would like 10 get 10 know you 7611549.
WANTED-Goodnatured lady 10 BELKNAP Sf. 2 or 3BR ranch.
share large, bnght apartment near Fully equipped kilchen. basement
E. Prom with olher professional playroom, wid hook·up, fenced
woman. Cable, w.d., util~ies inc. yard, quiel neighborhood.
$325. No deposit required. 774· $750/month + utils. Lease +
1398
references required 839-4422
ROOMMATE NEEDED July 1.
Greal apt. on E. Prom. No lease or HOUSE FOR RENT. Furnished or
security deposit. $300 plus unfurnished. Charming 2BR
ulililies, oil heat, must see to oo"lleJow near Deering High School.
believel I'm fun but responsible. Available August 8. Adults
Days 774-4000 ext. 3917, nights preferred. Must be willing to care
for 2 cats. 774·8526
774·0548
FEMALE NIS 10 share apt With
Single parent. $250/month inc.
everything. Cute apt near schools
and shopping Olf·street parking
available. Can 773·9008. Available
. Juo/
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted 10 MUSIC
REHEARSAL
share apt With molher and son. roomslrecordlng studiOS. Ponland,
- Large, sunny bedroom, big kitchen, ground floor, 24 hour easy access.
sundeck, yard, washer/dryer, 774·3366
parking. $375 inc all uilis. Call Lee SUNNY DOWNTOWN studio
(h) 773·5754 (w) 772·8607
space 10 share~ great building,
NIS FEMALE wanled to share space and neighbors Julyl,
nice. large, 2BR townhouse in $l751month. I'm not there often so
Yarmouth, wid. small yard/patio. you'll have 1015 of privacy. Call
Available August 1. 846·1024
Suzanne at 781·2330 or 829·
5775

bulletin board
"LOOK TO THIS DAY! Healing
Ourselves, Healing Our Planet"
Edith Doughty's new sparkling
polgnanl and zany mUSical benefll
area 12·slep programs. June 14,
t6, 17,21,23, 24. 7:30pm. Tickets
available at Buckdancer's Choice
(Portland) and MacBean's MUSIC
(BrunSWick). For more ,"formation
call 443·9603
WANT 85 OVERWEIGHT people.
Earn $$$$ while you lose 10·29
Ibs In the next 30 days. Brand new
appetite. control syslem stops
~nges, nibblers, emotional ealers.
Revolutionary brea'lhrough 870·
9863

stuff for sale

for rent

for rent

for rent

Energy Saving Fluorescent
Ceiling and Wall Fixtures

Portland's #1 music teaching facility

...

ROOMMATES HERE I You need
them, we'Ve got them. Portland's
established roommate referral
service has Ihe perfect person to
share your home, or the perfect
home for you to sharel For low fees,
and professional service. call THE
ROOMMATE LOCATER 7749303
2 CATS & FEMALE NIS looking
for roommale to find and share
sunny apl starting in July. $500600/month range. Should be
eensiderate. neat, responsible and
flexible. Call eves. 874-{)280
M WANTS M roommate. I have
2BR api, 15 min from Portland.
$300/month inc. heal and
everything. 892·7122
WEST END, LOOKING for a MJF
liberal, globelly aware. fun, semi
professional to share my 2BR
apan. Includes parking, wid, etc. I,
a mellow profeSSional with a
sometime crazy alter ego,
nonsmoker. Rent: $250 plus
ulilities. Call Scott Perry at 7615832, leave message.
M/F TO SHARE sunny, large, 2BR
West End apl. with GM. Fireplace,
washer/dryer, hard wood floors,
walK· in closets. slorage. $395
includes all 871·8636
HOUSEMATE: SUNNY, West End
apt., 2BR, large yard. $55O/month
plus unls. Non·smoker and sorry, no
pets. Please call 879·7019.
Available July 1.
RESPONSIBLE NIS to share
beauliful new 2BR apt in Portland.
$275 heated + utils and security
deposit. 761-4261. Please leave

message.

Replace yesterday's TECHNOLOGY with new ENERGY SAVING
fluorescent lamps and l'educe energy lighting costs hy up to 85%!

music lessons

•,

I

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?

797-3012

758-5844

pe"sollal developmellt cu.sses
\
\•_________
reu.:>:atioll,• __
healing,
. _. _. ____
meditation,
_. _._. __• __
psychiC
._. __ ,._A\
t

I

PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER
7735221

Let us write lyrical, lUCid, and letter-perfect personal

learnin

Y'!..""'"""',.....,.....,..•'9'...Y\. ......Y\.Y1,.Y'!..'J"!t,..Y'Irr.~

~

COLLEGE STUDENT With truck
available to do odd Jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix mosl
everylhing. Excellent references,
call any time, day or night, 774·
2159, leave message.

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE

773-4772

Adapters

Chiropractic Natural Health Center ~
Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~

II

LETTER BY LETTER

761-0058

477 Congress Street· Portland, ;v:IE 04101

roommates

BUILDING, REMODELING and
repair. A.A. LeB lanc. Qualily
carpentry; kitchen, beth and deck.
Reasonable rales. Insured.
References available. 829-4249
STORAGE FACILITY.
Near
Dunstan Corner. Safe, dry, secure
slorage. Lowest rales. Call
belWeen 9am and 12nooo. Call Dan
883·6635

THE FUTURE IS HERE
$-A-V-E

anxiety/stress· eating disorders
weight management
body (self) image· substance abuse • marriage

Lcensed Subsr.a nee Abuse Cou nselor

;. ~

STEWART'S PAVING bolh
bUSiness and home. Free estimates.
20 years experience. 772·3502
WEEKEND HELP. House Sliling
(pels we lcome). In·house
babysill in9 (need 10 get away?)
Coo~ng and k;d help for tne spouse
lett home for lhe weekend. Please
call and Inquire. Reasonable rales.
Responsible, mature female.
References on request. 773·5282.
Please leave message.
RANGE HILL BUILDERS
Roug h/finish
carpenlry.
Renovations. remodeling, oolldlng
of all kinds. Call for more
informalion or leave message. 998·
2998
DEPENDABLE HOUSE cleaners.
Flal rales available on request.
Free eslimales, greater Portland
area. Excellent relerences. Call
775·1223· please leave a message.

Personal growth, change, and
developmental counseling to:
Individual, couples and groups.

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096

,I

SOUND
TRONICS
ENTERPRISES
PO Box 1424
Scarborough. ME

Wholistic Health
Management Couseling
Dudley J. Davis, M.S.

Treatment for Addiclions, ACOA Issues, and Co -dependency
Individuals, Groups and Couples

~
~
~

RENT A WIFE Allenllon busy
execulives. I'm the person who can
take care 01 all your domeslic
needs. I can take 2 more clients:
cleaning. laundry, shopping,
organizalion, eeoking, errands, elc.
Call 879·7049 for apPOintment.
Refs. required.
RENT A HUSBAND Lady's: I have a
limi led number of openings.
Services include: painling,
yardwork, general household
malnlenance, lilting. tugging and
hauling. Call 879·7049 for
appointment. Refs. required.
TYPING: small lerm papers,
arllcles or small projects for a
minimal charge. RESUMES wrilten
and typed with cOpies for a flal fee. Call 865·6722. Leave
message
CASCO CLEANING SERVICE
Now offering HYDRAMASTER
truck-mounl steam extraction for
carpelS. Very fasl drying. Call
aboul our low "Spring Cleaning"
rates In effeci Ihru June. 773·
7510

communications company

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER

~T ...'Y'It.. Y'!.. Y'!.. Y'!..~?\o.Y'\..?\o.'7'"!0..Y\ Y'l.

June 14, 1990

Classified Ids Ire nol relundable. Credit will be issued when I
viable error has been jelermined.

WEST END LARGE Victorian
home. New systems, beauliful
details. Yard, parking. $230,000.
Call 772-7909 for more
Informalion.

laidlwillMaill
ROOM AND BOARD free for pan
lime household help and childcare.
FleXible stan time. We are easy
going, 'Green," left of center
arlen led. Seek peaceful, helpful
person wilh excellenl references.
Jenny 766-2604
PART·TIME DAY PHONE calling
from your home selling
appolntmenls. Make $600 + per
monlh. Phone 797·0730 anytime.
Please leave message. (ThiS IS nol
Fuler Brush or encyclopedia sales)
CHILD CARE ORGANIZER to
help coordinale slatewlde child
care initialive ReqUirements:
Commitment 10 social change and
economic justice; strong
organizanonal skills, Willingness 10
work hard, and knowledge of child
care issues. $16'23,000 +
boneilis Send resumanener 10: J.
WeiSS, Maine People's Alliance
(MPA), P.O. Box 17534, Portland,
ME 04101

The Munjoy Hill
Neighborhood
Organization
is looking for an advertising
sales person for its
monthly publication.
Send resume or letler to:
M.H.N.O.
P.O. Box8312
Portland, ME 04104
attn: Gerard Roy
plaase respond by July 1

Large Studios
Available
in downtown Portland
artists' building. High
ceiling, large windows,
long walls. Ideal for
artists or
photographers who
need a lot of space.
Very reasonable rentall utilities included.
Summer rental
also available.

799-7890

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

AD
HERE?
775-6601
call todayl

NO LACE KIND of girl? Vlclorian
Ivory tallela lall!wlnler wedding
dress, siz~ 9. 797·3443
BIZARRE AND biodegradable
bumper stickers. For complele
Iisllng send SASE 10 : Box 201
Cape Coltage ME 04107
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
Ultralight, enclosed cockpil, push
bullon start, full aerilons and
lIaps. On wheels, with floals.
$6500 or blo. Catamaran with new
trampoline and rollerreefing jib.
$1400.799·4305
PECAN PRALINE cheesecake
recipe. The laste treal of pecan
pie in a cheesecake. Easy to make.
Send $2 and a SASE 10 Box 216,
439 Congress SI, Portland, ME
04101.
KITCHEN SINK 33" dou!:jebowled (one shallow, one deep)
Kohler porcelain tomalo red sink.
Great condllion. $125 or best
offer. Call 772·1585 before
10pm· leave message.
IBM-XT CLONE (V-20). one
floppy 360KB, one 30·megabyte
hard drive seagate 65 MSe:C,
640K memory. two serial ports,
one parallel, IBM B6A (256K)
graphiCS adapter, NEC multisync
color monitor, 8087 malh G
processor, IBM proprinler with
cable. $1500 780-3241.
SOFTWARE FOR IBM system 23
(a dinosaur). Donate 10 non-profil
gallery. Call Helen Rivas 775-6245
or write: Danforth SI. Gallery, 34
Danforth St., Po~and, ME 04101.
BACKPACKS 1 external frame
Jansport. 1 small leather day pack
from Italy. Bolh excellent condition.
$75 for big one $25 for lhe small
one. Call Usa 773·5151 please
leave message.

SUCCULANT CHOCOLATE
Ripple Cheesecake. Easy to make.
Send $2 and a SASE to: Sweet
Tooth, Box 386, Yarmouth, ME
04096. "Irs Worth Every Bite."
GEMEINHARDT FLUTE. Silver,
open·hole. Great condilion (hasn't
been played for years I) $200 or
best offer. Call Ann al 775-6801
doing business hours.
MACINTOSH PLUS $999, new
version IMAGEWRITER II Printer
$399, Microsoft Word 4.0 $200.
Firm prices. All unused in sealed
boxes. Call Ham ilton Ash 772·1156
or 929-3712

Day lights

Can you sol ve the Real Puzzle? If so,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. Second prize receives a $15 gift certificate
from Lola's Kitchen. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in
a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received byWed.,June20. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in theJune28issueofCasco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

Signs that flash at night are puzzles
during the day, on their off-hours. The
neon at the right, which was designed
toblinksequentially, now hasone word
on top of another.
On the line below, tell us what the
signs say.
1) _________________

~ ----------------~ ----------------~----------~~---

5) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Real Puule #24
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 041 02

~-----------------

7)

ro-----------------

9)

1 0 ) - -- - - - - 11) ___________

I

l161tM¥fWtJ
ECCENTRIC
COLLECTOR
vacating alter 8 years I
Unbelievable colleclibles
unearthed. Many treasures 80-100
years old. All priced to gal
Bargains I Funl 52 Deering st.
Saturday June 161h only 9·3.

boats
19 FT. SUNCRAFT, woodenlap·
streak. Hull In greal condo Volvo·
penla. Inboard/outboard needs
cosmetics and a captatn. Nows the
lime... Dan @ 883·6635
1983: 17 FT. Pockel Cruiser. Main,
Jib,spinnaker. 1987 5hp O·B.
RadiO, compass, Iraller. Extra
USCG package. Many extras.
Mushroom moonng oooy. $5950 or
b/o. Call 772·6740.
14FT FIBERGLASS sloop. MSG
pintail. Good condition. $1000 or
best offer. 766·2982

wheels
86 AUDI 4000 CS Qualro 4WL
All power. AMIFM cassette. Great
carl $7500 773·6830
1987 BMW 325i Silver wilh
burgundy leather Inlerior.
Aulomatic Iransmlsslon wilh power
sunroof and much more. 26,000
miles. $16,000. Call days 797·
6168 or evenings 767·2831
1986 NISSAN SENTRA wagon.
AM/FM cassetle, sunrool, new
snow tlfes. Priced to sell at
$2950. 767·5704- leave message.
1987 VOLVO 240 DL sedan, !:jue,
one owner. 46k miles. Excellent
shape. $10.200. 772·6953

EMPLOYERS
looking for some

SUMMER HELP??
Advertise your job
openings in the

CoscoBov
~EKLY
Classifieds
for only

$7 per week
For more infonnation, call
Melissa Johnson at 775-6601

., 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #22
Attack bomber
"Lightning" twin boom
interceptor fighter
Do 18K Long-range reconnaissance
flying boat
F3F-2 Biplane fighter
Amphibian biplane
J2F-4
Commercial transport
OC-3
1-16
Fighter
B-24D "Liberator" four-engine
heavy bomber
L-IA
Observation and liaison
plane
OS2U-1 "Kingfi~her" scou t and obser
vation plane
T-8-W Twin-f1oa treconnaissance
A-17A

P-38E

These winner are Top Gun. First
prize goes to RaJphJacksonJr. of Portland. Second prize goes to Shalom
WertsbergerofPortland.

OS2U-
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BUY One Sandwich or Salad
GET 2nd Sandwich or Salad
(of equal or lesser value)

FREE

Not good on deliveries • 1 Coupon per person per day
Expiresjune 30
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SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS
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':4 Healthy Alternative"

:

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _o_p_en_7_D_aY_Sa_w_ee_k_ _---l

INTOWN FOOD STORES
585 CONGRESS ST.
CONGRESS SQUARE
M - Sat. 7am-6pm • Sun. Bam

,

/
J

Open Sunday•••
It's ·quick•••
It's convenient •••
Downtown Shopping!

.

•,
;

·

• COMPLETE SUPERMARKET
VARIETY - LOW PRICES
• PARKING AT 290 CONGRESS
ST. LOCATION
• SALAD BAR AT 585 CONGRESS
ST. LOCATION

I
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LOBSTER
ROLLS $159
Clear Lobster Meat on a bed of lettuce and
mavonaise in a soft roll.

•

, SPECIALS
SELECT ONE WITH EACH FILLED CERTIFICATE

SAVE sot Lemonade, Fruit PlIlCh, Orange

FRUIT DRINKS Gals.
SAVE 80$ Dozen

LARGE EGGS
SAVE 60¢ 2 Uter

DIET or REG. PEPSI

69 ¢

SAVE $1.00 SCHONLAND 1 Lb.

BACON

49 ¢ ICE CREAM

SAVE 9~ IGA Half Gal.

79

99¢

$1.29

e CHARMIN
SAVE _

4 Roll Tissue

SAINT CHATEAUX ART COLLECTIONONDISPlAY
99 The perfect gift! Framed 16" x 20" Art Prints

$3

.

with 3 XYRA Cash Cards $6.99 with out cards.

THIS WEEK'S FEATURES • THIS WEEK'S FEATURES • THIS WEEK'S FEATURES

CHICKEN
~

·

THIGHSoaDRUMSTICKS

BREADED

VEAL

e PATTIES
.I,

, ...

I

3 Lbs .
or more.

lb.

$1.4~.

SPARKLE

Red Ripe

TO

I

OES PAPER
TOWELS
Giant Roll

!59~

p--------------------------------------------------------------.
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DouTiicEu~~:GifAMPS

: ()

YOU GET 2 XTRA CASH STAMPS FOR EACH $1.00 YOU SPEND WITH THIS COUPON. Good through June 21, 1990.
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